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of Student’s Social
ELIGIBLE STUDENTS MAY Performance
Duties Pre-determines Future NEW ENGLAND CONFERENCE
VISIT SPECIAL LECTURES
STATE COLLEGE STUDENT
ARRANGED BY COMMITTEE
GROUPS OPENS TONIGHT
by James G. Burch

Plan Proposed by Students to Provide for
Broader Knowledge in Fields of Eco
nomics, History, and Literature
FIRST LECTURE Capt. Sergievsky to
IS BY MR. YALE Address Outing Club
Former Russian War Ace
John Starie, Wilfred Morin,
Accompanied Johnsons
and lerrence Katterty
Into South Africa
Comprise Committee
On Wednesday, November 15, the
Outing Club will have the privilege
of presenting to its members Cap
tain Boris Sergievsky, who will, ad
dress the club members informally
at the Commons organization room
a t seven o’clock. Captain Sergievsky
was a Russian ace in the air service
during the World War, and is today
one of the three surviving men who
received honors of distinction from
their government for flying during
this period. Since that time the Cap
tain has been in the United States,
and has been engaged in testing
amphibians of American manufactur
ers, holding four records in this coun
try for flights in amphibians.
Last winter he accompanied Mr.
and Mrs. Martin Johnson to South
Africa, where they started for a two
year sojourn into the jungles of Africa
for which they are known throughout
the world, and on this occasion the
Captain instructed Mr. Johnson and
his wife in the aeronautics of the two
Sikorsky amphibians th at were taken
on this expedition. This summer
found the Captain at the Century of
Progress in Chicago where he has
been engaged in flying guests a t the
Fair. A t present he is living in Bridge
port, Conn., where he is chief test
pilot for the Sikorsky Aviation Cor
poration.
The numerous experiences of Cap
tain Sergievsky during many thrill
ing flights over a period of fifteen
years promises to afford an evening of
g reat excitement and entertainment.
Bather than speak on the technicali
ties of aviation, the Captain will give
an adventurous talk of his own ex
periences.

The “vagabonding scheme” of visit
ing classes, to be started next Monday
by the students here at the Univer
sity, is one which has worked success
fully in otner colleges of lNew Eng
land. The committee working on
this project is composed of John Sta
rie, Terrence Rairerty, and Wilfred
Morin.
When the Bank Holiday came last
March, a need was seen of getting in
formation to the student as quickiy as
possible. A speaker was imported; but
a small group of students felt th at our
own professors could handle the situ
ation as well as outside men. Their
knowledge was as accurate as the out
side speakers and their method of pre
sentation was better.
Many of our professors are more in
terested in certain phases of their
work than others. They are better
able t£_ explain th at certain phase be
cause it is their specialty. It is to get
this particular interest and specialty
to the students th a t this scheme is be
ing started.
'ihis year the “vagabonding” plan
is being started on a small scaie. Only
a few qualified students and a few
professors are cooperating. The stu
dents are taken from the A and B
grades of the junior and senior class
es. The permission for these students
has been secured from the adm inistra
tion of the College of Liberal Arts.
This will enable the student to visit
classes in which he is interested. For
the time being, courses in economics
dealing with present day problems,
new historical moves and phases; and
courses in literature are being opened
to the qualified student. When the
plan is well established and the visit
ing students wish added classes of in
terest opened, it is hoped th a t means
will be found to open them.
Many students find that free hours
or allowed cuts could be very well uti Hollister Sturges Resigns
lized by attending these classes. A
—Miss Edna Boyd Given
specific example will illustrate the val
Honorary Membership
ue of this plan: when Germany with
drew from the League of Nations, the
A t a regular Blue Circle meeting
historical forces a t work compeling held last Wednesday Lewis M. Cro
her to resign and the potentialities of well, form er Director of Trips, was
the withdrawal were discussed in the unanimously elected president. The
course on Recent and Contemporary resignation of Hollister Sturges, Jr.
History. Members of the class speak was accepted at this time because of
ing to their friends about it after his other campus activities th at render
wards were told th a t not only mem him unable to devote the necessary
bers of the class but many outside the time to the Outing Club. Crowell
class would have liked the informa has been a very active man in the
tion gathered from this lecture. Not Club for the past two years, and suc
only in this field, but in others as ceeded this term in organizing week
well, a good background and better end trips, as well as some guest trips
(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 4)

“Havana students are running the is easy for youth to believe, because
government, while ours are curled up it has no reason to doubt.
with copies of Kipling’s ‘If’.”
As a consequence, we have not yet
Howard Brubaker, in the New Yorker, fully succeeded in weaning ourselves
from the mothering embrace of this
now out-grown system. But as it
begins to fail us, as we see the glit
In Germany, Spain, South America, tering m aterial profits which it held
and, as the above excerpts so aptly up to our wondering eyes as its main
sets forth, in Cuba, the students of attraction, disappear, only to give
universities, colleges, and even second place to the stark realities of poverty,
ary schools, are taking a violently destitution and actual starvation, we
active p art in the affairs of state.
are beginning to doubt the legend of
Meanwhile, we sleep.
its infallability.
Perhaps, as many of us feel, (if we
We are beginning to see the first
feel at all about the m atter) we are, glimmerings of the truth of the day;
or have been, the unfortunate victims and, if we uphold it; if we do not re
of circumstance.
coil before the brightness of its first
Unlike the situations in most of flashes and close our eyes again in a
the countries above mentioned, we last attem pt to regain the false
have been until now afforded the op security which we felt in our earlier
portunity of confidently placing our darkness; we are a t last on the road
selves within the sheltering arms of which will eventually bring us into
a reasonably well functioning, and the world’s front rasks of future poli
therefore unmolested, system of poli tical and economic regimentation.
tical and economic affairs.
Practically then, we' are being called
We were pleased to term th at upon, as we pursue our daily educa
system “democracy,” and to delude tional tasks, to question deeply and
ourselves, probably on account of our sincerely every past custom and be
well-fed and contented condition of lief, to seek and, acknowledge the
life, into identifying it as the long- truths upon which future social pro
sought-for system which would ulti gress so utterly depends.
mately land us all in Utopia. Engross
In the words of Mrs. Franklin D.
ed as we then were in enjoying th e ! Roosevelt:
temporary material benefits which
“I do hope and tru st th at the youth
were showered upon us, we failed to of our country is not going to be
see that while this system advocated afraid to face the fact th at it has to
democracy for the group, it enforced change politics, it has to change busi
only democracy for the individual, ness ethics, it has to change the
thus leading us directly into the path theories of economists, and, above
of autocracy.
everything else, it has to change its
Most of us, of course, were not own-well, its own weakness, until it
able in our immature years to reason can truly say th at it cares more for
all this out. But we had books,— the good of the whole country and
only most of the books were engaged therefore of the whole world than it
in support of the status quo. And it does for individual good.”

J. R. McGraw Elected
Senior President

CThe C o e q e In n
The IleiD College Inn Band Playing
from 12-1 and 6-7
Wholesome Food

Fine Service

In memory of the men from
the University who gave their
lives in the World War.

Chesley, Wilcox, Rhodes
Receive Senior Offices
in Class Elections

1917
1918
Private Forrest Eugene Adams

Class elections were held Tuesday,
November 7, at Thompson Hall with
the following results.
The senior
class elected John Reginald McGraw
of Dover as president; Harrison Web
ster Chesley as first vice-president;
Gloria Wilcox as second vice-presi- j
dent; Donald James Brunei as secre- |
tary; and Arnold Densmore Rhodes as
treasurer.

Blue Circle Elect
Crowell President

S. S. Duarte, Proprietor

In Memoriam

Lieutenant Frank Booma

Corporal Armand Alfred Brien
Lieut. Paul Edward Corriveau
Private George Henry Elam
Bugler John Humiston
Lieutenant Cyril Thomas Hunt
Lieut. Donald Whitney Libby
Corp. Earle Roger Montgomery
Lieut. George Dounes Parnell
Sargeant John Wm. Powers
Lieutenant Wm. Henry Robinson
Priv. Ralph Wellington Shirley
Private Otis Edmund Soper
Private Daniel Chase Stinson
Seaman Fred Weare Stone
Lieut. William Hervey Thomas
Lieutenant P itt Sawyer Willand

WEEK-END WEATHER
FORECAST
Thursday, November 9, 4 P. M.
JOHN McGRAW
S e ni o r P r e s i d e n t

Mr. McGraw is a member of the
Sigma Alpha Epsilon F raternity and
has been active in the New Hamp
shire Club and served on the Junior
Prom Committee. He also played
baseball in his freshman, sophomore,
and junior years.
Mr. Chesley, a member of the
Lambda Chi Alpha -Fraternity, has
been active in the Alpha Zeta.
He
was vice president of his class dur
ing his freshman and junior years
and treasurer in his sophomore
year. He played football and la
crosse during his freshman and sopho
more years.
Miss Wilcox, a member of the Al
pha Chi Omega Sorority, was sopho
more class secretary. She also takes
an active part in the Outing Club
events.
Mr. Brunei of the Lamba Chi Alpha
Fraternity has been prominent in
both Casque and Casket and Scab
bard and Blade. He also took part in
track during his sophomore and
junior years.
Mr. Rhodes, a member of the Alpha
Tau Omega Fraternity, is both adver
tising and business manager of T h e
N e w H a m p s h i r e and has been active
in the Phi Sigma, Casque and Cas
ket, and Blue Circle. H e is also a
(Continued on Page 2)

A storm centered this morning over
the lower Great Lakes is moving
down the St. Lawrence Valley a t
tended by scattered light snow fall.
An extensive high over the Rocky
Mountains is spreading eastward
over the Great Plains, while another
storm has just developed in the Ca
nadian northwest. The western high
will move southeastward dominating
the weather over the eastern half of
the country on Friday; while the Pa
cific disturbance should develop great
er intensity and move eastward along
the international boundary.
Some snow may fall in Durham
Thursday night and early Friday.
Friday will be continued cold with
clearing weather. Increasing cloudi
ness and rising tem perature on Sat
urday afternoon may be followed on
Saturday night or Sunday by some
snow or rain.
Donald H. Chapman,
Geology Department.
’30—Winchester R. Wood is now a
junior engineer on the turbo-electric
ship, “Platano,” one of the United
Fruit Company’s ships. The boat
runs to Cuba, Guatamala, and Hon
duras from New York. Every two
weeks the ship is in New York about
36 hours. Mr. Wood’s address is S. S.
“Platano,” c-o United F ruit Co., Pier
7 N. R., New York City.

Geology Department Robert M. Blood, Managing Editor of Man
Receives Gifts
chester Union, to Address Dele
gates After Banquet
Harvard University and
Concord Research Club
Among Contributors

Theta Chi Wins Blue CALDERWOOD
Key Stunt Night Cup
IS CHAIRMAN

Since their removal from Thompson
Hall to their headquarters in Conant
Hall, the Geology Department has re Many Presentations Given
Conference is Being Held
ceived several gifts of collections of
at Revival of the Blue
Primarily to Benefit
geological specimens which add m ater
Key Stunt Night
ially to their museum. Among these
Land Grant Colleges
are several hundred specimens of min
erals and ores, of unusual size and
Today and tomorrow the Student
The revival of Blue Key Stunt Council, T h e N e w H a m p s h i r e , and
perfection, which are the gift of
Harvard University. Professor Charles Night last Friday evening was es Casque and Casket will act as hosts to
Palache, chairman of the department pecially welcomed by students as well delegates from the corresponding or
of mineralogy and curator of the min- as the “old grads” who were pleased ganizations of nine other colleges and
eralogical museum at H arvard was in to learn th at the traditionary pre universities of New England.
strumental in this donation; since it cedent of presenting short skits and
was he who discovered th at these a rally the night before Homecoming
specimens were duplicates of some Day, had not entirely died out. The
which they have in their museum. last presentation of such a program
Dr. Donald H. Chapman attended to was in 1929. The credit of this
bringing the material to Durham, and renaissance” is largely attributed to
classified and arranged it. This col the Blue Key Society who did a great
lection has been kept together and is deal to make the evening a success.
One of the features of the evening
at present on display in the geological
museum at Conant Hall.
was the formal presentation of the
Another valuable gift is the Clough newly-elected mayor, “Tiger” Targoncollection. Mr. Lorren F. Clough of ski, and his aides, “Heaver” Hall and
East Concord collected these minerals the “annual joke” Jacques. Mayor
and rocks from all parts of New Targonski, when not interrupted by
W A LTER CALDERWOOD
Hampshire and supplemented his col his electioneers, served as m aster of
G e ne r a l C h a i r m a n
lection by specimens acquired during ceremonies as well as an “assistant”
occasional trips to Nova Scotia and to the magician who unashamedly
This conference, the first of its na
California. Mr. Clough carefully cata revealed several feminine “these and ture to be held in New England, is
logued and accurately defined his ma- those” in the “honorable” mayor’s being sponsored by the Student Coun
terials, the best of which were dis-1pockets* The may°r ’s eloquent ora- cil, which under the leadership of its
played in a cabinet. Upon his death, tions and repeated reference to the president, Delfo Caminati, has been
since he left no immediate heirs, the shrewd balloting of his faithful sup- making plans for it since last spring.
E ast Concord Research Club obtained ' Porters Produced much hilarity and The committee in charge under the
possession of the collection and cabi laughter. In a more serious vein, how chairmanship of W alter Calderwood,
net and presented it to the University. ever, the mayor warmly congratulated '35, consists of Joseph Targonski,
The collection,- which consists of over his opponents in the “clean and regu Arnold Rhodes, Howard Ordway, Cur
two thousand items, has been rea r la r” manner in which they carried out tis Funston, and Leland Partridge.
ranged and labelled with a special their campaigning.
The delegates will register on F ri
type of label; at present it is dis
Numerous entertaining skits were day afternoon a t five thirty. There
played in a separate collection in the enjoyed by the audience. Some of the will be a short informal meeting of
geological museum. This collection outstanding performances of the eve all delegates in the Commons Trophy
is a particularly fine addition to the ning were Lambda Chi’s The Fight of Room. The evening banquet will be
museum because it consists of so many the Century, a spirited bout between addressed by Robert M. Blood, Man
specimens of New Hampshire rocks two exceedingly agile “pugs,” The Hill aging Editor of the Manchester Union,
and minerals which have been collec Billies presented by the Theta Kappa who will speak on Opportunities in
ted over a long period of years, some Phi fraternity, The Mysterious Magi Journalism for College Graduates.
of the m aterial coming from mines cian by Phi Kappa Alpha, a realistic A fter the banquet the conference will
which are now abandoned, where it dramatization of The Shooting of Dan break up into the three groups of
would no longer be possible to obtain McGrew by Kappa Sigma, and the members, the student publications
specimens.
final, most outstanding performance delegates going to the Trophy Room;
The relief model of New Hampshire of the evening, Ed Gale and Company the representatives of the student
and Vermont which formerly was a tT presented by the Theta Chi fraternity. governing bodies and the fraternity
tached to the wall of an office in Individual performances which re group retiring to the Organization
Thompson Hall and was not available ceived much applause and comment Room.
for public inspection has been moved were Renaldo Landry’s especially
Howard Ordway, Editor-in-chief of
to the second floor of Conant Hall, pleasing rendition of Seven Years T h e N e w H a m p s h i r e ; Delfo Cami
where it is available to the general with the Wrong Woman, Don Smith’s nati, president of the Student Coun
public. This map, which is very simi well-performed magical tricks, and Ed cil; and Arnold Rhodes, president of
lar to th a t in the State House in Con Gale’s personification of “de Lawd.” Casque and Casket, will serve as tem
cord, with the addition of being col The skit Ed Gale and Company, a porary chairmen of their respective
ored to indicate the rock types found take-off on Green Pastures, was of a groups, until permanent chairmen can
in the various parts of the state, is symbolical nature representing the be chosen from among the delegates.
one of the results of the geological New Hampshire spirit against the in
During the Friday evening discus
survey of New Hampshire made in vading Tufts team. The roles in this sions, the meeting of the fratern ity
1873-77 by C. H. Hitchcock and his performance were well acted and so men, to which all the local presidents
staff. The moving of the map was smoothly presented th a t it won recog are invited, will be addressed by Mr.
interesting. The immense map, six nition as being the best of the eve Charles Ned Elliot, ’28, instructor in
teen feet high and fourteen feet wide, ning; receiving the prize of the eve- the departm ent of sociology, and naco n tin u ed on Page 5)
is made of plaster and is so heavy
(Continued on Page 6)
th at it had to be taken down in sec
tions and then put together again.

DEBATING NOTICE

The resolution “That the Con
gress of the United States
acted wisely in granting to
President Roosevelt extraordi
nary power” will be the subject
for intercollegiate debating try 
outs. All men and women in
terested must prepare a tenminute speech on this proposi
tion to demonstrate their under
standing of the question and
their ability to organize argu
ment supporting the affirmative
or negative side.
F urther instructions may be
secured from Mr. Cortez. Up
perclassmen must file applica
tions before the tryouts which
are to be held Nov. 21 and 23.

Soda Fountain

Light Lunches

COLLEGE PHARMACY

Stationery

Victor Records
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R a lp h C R u d d , W in n ifre d C a rlisle, M a ry B a te m a n .
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HEELERS

Jo h n A rnfield, D a n ie l A to m an , F ra n k B row n, L eo n C o o p e rstein M a u rice C o r
c o ra n R a c h a e l Cox, N o a h L ev in e, N e ttie M a y n a rd , M adlon P ic k e tt, G enevieve R om anovbki, M a ry W in te r, B a rb a r a P u lle r, M a rg u e rite C am pbell, R u th W h ite , P a u lin e
S p ear.
B U S IN E S S

HEELERS

W illiam B a k e r, E llio t B elson, W illiam K id d e r, F re d ric k M ichael, Jo s e p h M iller,
A lvin P a r k e r, Clyde S m ith , W a y ne G ruppe._____________ „ = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
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WELCOME DELEGATES
On behalf of the University administration, Student Council and the
student body we wish to welcome you to our campus to attend the first an
nual New England Conference of newspaper editors, Student Council presi
dents and interfraternity governing boards.
We tru st your brief stay here will be a pleasant one and th at when you
leave will carry with you to your campus a better understanding of the
many problems confronting the New England Collegiate world.
University of New Hampshire has long been noted for its generous
hospitality to its guests. We hope you find this true on your first visit here.
As our guests we want you to feel at home and make many campus acquaint
ances. We feel th at you should take advantage of the facilities we have
made available for your entertainment.
If you carry back with you the thought th a t New Hampshire treated you
royally and th at you gained considerable from your association with the other
delegates, then the Conference will have been a success.

A CAMPUS “RACKET”
We have noticed with considerable interest the excessive charging for
coat checking made a t the informal dances by the Athletic Association.
Campus students have unrightfully and unknowingly been charged as
much as a quarter for the checking of their coats and hats while others have
paid only the regular fifteen cent fee.
The University Student Council, aware of the situation and intent upon
finding a solution, requested the Athletic Association to post large prominent
signs at the place of checking stating the regular cost of checking per couple.
While this was carried out in a small measure byi the Association printing
a small stream er poster which was placed on the table a t the checking room
entrance, we feel th a t the present system is entirely unsatisfactory. The
customer once he has thrown his coat upon the table fails to note the sign
and may be charged without questioning the validity of the charge in the
presence of his girl friend.
We ask th at the practice be stopped and th a t the University students
whom we know cannot afford any extra charge for so poor a check room
service will cooperate by refusing to pay any price other than the regular
fifteen cent fee.
Our position is th at we feel for fifteen cents a couple the association
could devise a system of coat checking much more suitable th»n the present
inefficient check room service.

NATIONAL EDUCATION WEEK
If the citizens of our country will have gained a better understanding
of current economic problems, of the remedies which are being applied by
our Federal Administration in Washington, of an understanding of the use
lessness of war and how democracy and peace can be perpetuated by edu
cation, then American Education Week which is being held in America this
week under the auspices of the American Legion and National Education
Association will have been a success.
As undergraduates and as citizens of this country we view your obliga
tion as one of carrying an air of “optimism” into the homes of your parents
and friends, and bringing to them that ray of hope which they have looked
in vain for. The layman of the United States must be convinced by you
th at tax money paid for institutions such as ours is not in vain but abso
lutely necessary if this great democracy of ours is to remain.
As Dr. Silver, president of Plymouth Normal School expressed in a
personal interview with the Editor Sunday, “Education is just as essential
for the perpetuation of peace and good will of nations as progressive di
plomacy and government.” Dr. Silver said in reply to the so-called “frills and
fads” of education, “We have come to realize th at an educational institution
must if it is to give the future citizen of its state a good education provide
{him with a physical education program and open up for him through the
avenue of extra-curricula activities a field of self-expression.” Call them
fads and frills if you wish but they are essential to a good educational in
stitution.
And so we say Education is not merely the three commonly referred to
R’s, Reading, Riting and ’Rithmatic but these are merely tools, /fundamental
ones at that, which we employ in life to solve our problems.

THE BETWEEN-CLASS
SWEETMEAT
When you drop in for your between-class dainty,
be sure to look around.
The Underwood portable is ready to be your serv
ant and assistant in all writing requirements.
Lefax and National Notebooks are ready helpers
in the better preparation of class notes.
You will find many other valuable class aids ready
for your service.

THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

Alumni News

Blue Circle Elect
Crowell President
(Continued from Page 1)

TORCH SINGER
AT FRANKLIN

Franklin Theatre

The Southern California Branch of
Week Beginning Nov. 10
the Association held its September which have been enjoyed by more
meeting a t the home of Carlton Tib undergraduates than ever before. He
Friday
“He was her man—and he done her
betts, ’17, following a fine dinner at is a member of the senior class, wrong.” That’s the lamentation of
TORCH SINGER
Claudette Colbert
a tea room in Alhambra. An illus- Jgturges is president of Theta Chi “bad-girl” Claudette Colbert, now
trated talk on a round-the-world trip fraternity, an officer in Casque and starring in her latest vehicle for
Saturday
was given by a friend of “Al” Brails- Casket and the International Rela- Paramount, Torch Singer, playing a t
BEAUTY
FOR SALE
ford, 2 yr. ’14. Among those present tions Club, a member of the Student
the Franklin Theatre today.
Madge Evans, Alice Brady,
were Russell Foster, ’20; Henry Hal- Council and Senior Skulls Society.
A fter her ultimatum, against
Una Merkel
vorsen, ’15; Bill Halvorsen, ’26; E r
Two new members were elected to “goody-goody” roles, the p a rt of a
nest Hardy, ’18; Eldred Sanborn, ’16; Blue Circle: Clinton A. McLane and
hard-boiled girl in the night clubs
Sunday
Lester Sawyer, ’22; Dan Sprague, ’20; John Perkins, members of_the sopho
provides her with a role th a t is more
SAMARANG
Carlton Tibbetts, ’17; Julia Roberts more class. A rthur E. Toll was ap
Also THREE LiTTLE PIGS
to her liking. She is surrounded by
by Roger Lambert
Tibbetts, ’17; and Albert Brailsford, pointed chairman of Carnival Ball,
a group of well known names, includ (Who’s Afraid of the Big, Bad Wolf)
2 yr. ’14.
and also serving on this committee ing Ricardo Cortez, David Manners,
OH WELL . . .
’84—H erbert H. Kimball writes that are Heien Henderson, Joseph Miller,
Monday
Lyda Roberti, and Baby Leroy.
No more letters
he has had a busy summer. On June and Alvin Parker. Lewis Crowell will
TILLIE AND GUS
In
the
picture
adapted
from
the
In your familiar scrawl
1, he and Mrs. Kimball left W ashing be in charge of the Ice Carnival.
Alison Skipworth, W. C. Fields
But why go on,
ton, D. C., for Oakland, Calif., where Harold Dustin will take charge of well known Liberty Magazine story,
Mike,
by
Grace
Perkins,
Claudette
You’re through with me
they visited for a few days with their freshman heelers for work on the ski
Tuesday
That’s all . . .
daughter and her family. Mr. Kim trail to be constructed near Durham; sings a number of new songs, w ritten
MAYOR OF HELL
especially
for
her
by
Ralph
Rainger,
ball attended the meetings of the Pa and George Parker is arranging to
Jam es Cagney
More hearts broken, more promises cific Division of the American Asso have the toboggan ’chute transferred who authored America’s first modern
not kept, this week-end, and more ciation for the Advancement of from its present location to McNutt’s torch song, Moanin’ Low for the First
Wednesday
Little Show.
new combinations made. Blind-date Science in Salt Lake City from June Hill.
SILK EXPRESS
Neil Hamilton, Shelia Terry
As Sally Trent, whose man has
imports were numerous and very 12-15, delivered three addresses and
Miss Edna Boyd, secretary in the
popular.
Yeah!
Winsome and presided over the sessions of the Am- horticultural department, was elected ‘done her wrong,” Claudette vows
Thursday - Friday
gorgeously garbed blondes are known rican Meteorological Society held as an honorary member to Blue Circle. vengeance after she is forced through
TOO MUCH HARMONY
to have come down from as far as in conjunction with the A. A. A. S. She is the first to receive this honor. lack of funds to give up her baby
Bing Crosby, Jack Oakie,
Manchester. But we were in Boston. He attended the meetings of the A. A. Last week-end she chaperoned the for adoption. She changes her name,
Lilyan Tashman
A. S. in Chicago from June 19-22 and Smith-New Hampshire guest trip, and turns hard and brazen, and looks to
Among other numerous things on presided over the sessions of the Am has done so on previous trips. Her the night-club world for a chance at
his platform now th at he is Mayor, erican Meteorological Society held at affiliation with the Appalachian Moun success. She changes her name and
T o the Editor o f T h e N e w H a m p 
Tiger Joe promises a bus leaving The th a t time. Mr. Kimball then motored tain Club as a member, and her knowl as a wailer of torch songs, wins fame, s h i r e :
Wildcat, The Inn, College Drug Store from Pittsburgh via Washington to edge of the White Mountains qualify wealth, and men.
How can you account for the suc
and G rant’s at 8.05 every morning for Massachusetts where he was engaged her as a most desirable member.
None of these three, she learns to cess of our first informal unless you
in
research
work
at
the
Blue
Hill
Ob
T Hall so th at the lads and lasses
her sorrow, quite compensates for the attribute it to the forty men in the
can have their coffee and rolls and servatory of Harvard University until
loss of her child. The man returns stag line ? The frequent cut-ins made
J.
R.
McGraw
Elected
yet get to their eight o’clock’s on Sept. 1. He spent a morning with
is greeted with Mimi’s hardest possible by this stag line added a zest
Senior President and
time. Mr. Targonski also called to  George A. Loveland, ’82, at the
front. A fter he leaves she realizes and excitement which would not other
(Continued from Page 1)
gether a few of the deans and asked: Custom House, Boston. He spent a
that the child is the only thing in the wise have been possible.
“How’s for a moratorium on home night with Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Kim
world that m atters, and she starts a
How much more fun it would be if
works in view of the fact that the ball, ’24 (Helen Reid, ’28) a t their member of the Carnival Ball Com nation-wide search for the baby in an
both men and women attended the
President won’t give us one for low home in Nashua, also a week-end with mittee.
effort to regain happiness.
dances stag. The dances would be
The Class of 1935 elected Frederick
m arks?” Classes will, of course, keep Ziba Norris, ’84, at his home in Need
The picture was directed by Alex more interesting and students would
C.
Walker
as
president;
W
alter
A.
ham,
Mass.
A
t
present,
Mr.
Kimball
on as usual but our Mayor declares
ander Hall and George Somnes.
have a chance to get acquainted with
positively th at within a few weeks is continuing his work at the Blue Calderwood as vice president; Martha
each other.
Objectionable cliques
Burns
as
secretary;
and
Charles
GroHill
Observatory
but
shall
spend
there won’t be any more outside as
would
be
broken
up and a more en
cott
as
treasurer.
A
total
number
of
signments. Tea or coffee and toast most of the winter in Washington.
TO THE EDITOR
thusiastic college spirit would un
131
votes
were
cast.
’13—H
arry
E.
Hayden
received
the
with marmalade will be served to the
doubtedly develop.
The sophomores with 175 votes
students regularly at ten in the morn M aster of A rts degree from the Uni
To the E ditor o f T h e N e w H a m p 
And then besides, the stag line is
cast
elected
Charles
Joslin
as
presi
ing and at tea-time and professors versity of Vermont a t the Commence
s h ir e :
a paying proposition, as most public
will be forced to give their classes ment exercises in 1933. Mr. Hayden dent; James A. Frachier as vice presi
Observation of last week’s Mayor dance halls have found out.
at least one cut a week. Hizzoner, is engaged in Education work in dent; Constance Caldwell as secre
M. B.
tary; and David K. W ebster as treas alty campaign and its effect on stu
moreover, promises more improve North Adams, Mass.
dents,
brings
up
the
well-worn
ques
urer.
’18—Malcolm B. Clark, Olin J. Coch
ments as soon as his imagination can
The freshmen elected Kenneth Nor tion, “What are we going to do about
To the Editor:
ran, x-’17, and Charles A. Kearney,
get to work again.
x-’15, attended the Harvard game at ris as president; Robert Davison as i t? ”
Some time ago an editorial was
vice president; Ruth Dodge as secre
The Mayoralty campaign as it published on the exorbitant price
There is nothing definite yet but Cambridge, and the Maine game at
tary; and William Taylor as treasurer stands today serves chiefly as a asked for, checking garments a t the
rumors are all over the campus of Orono. Mr. Cochran and Mr. Clark
A total of 213 votes were cast.
license for public ribaldry. While it informal dances. The author of th at
proposed plans for a drastic change plan to see both the Vermont and
is true th at all candidates may not first editorial pointed out th a t one ex
Tufts
games
after
which
Mr.
Clark
in the line-up of our sports officials.
at 420 Courtland Ave., Bridgeport, take advantage of the license, yet pected to find such tactics used a t a
There is talk of a two million dollar will leave for his winter home at
it is there to tem pt the cheapest side circus but not at an informal dance.
something or other and the name of 3816-40 Street, North, St. Petersburg, Conn.
’18—Earl L. Scovell has been em of those who take p art in the cam
The author of this letter wishes to
Chick Meighan comes in rather often. Fla. Mail to Mr. Clark should be
ployed for nearly ten years by the paign. If we leave the Mayoralty stress the point th a t asking twentysent to Box 38#, R#ute 1.
x-’18—Harold C. Main and Miss State of New Jersey and for the past campaign to follow its present course, five cents for checking cloaks is ask
The Theta Chi’s put on an excellent
g h t years
been Extensioi some group will be forced to put a ing too much from the average stu
Mary
I. McDonough of Hartford,
show last Friday night and were ap
parently in good spirits when they Conn., were married on September Forester with the College of Agri stop to it.
dent on this campus. And when, on
Do we want to lose the Mayor-of- top of this price, cloaks and hats are
12, 1933, in Hartford. Mrs. Main is culture at Rutger University. Dur
received notice th a t they had won.
a graduate of the H artford Public ing this time he has met with Mr Durham campaign from among our either handed out to the wrong p ar
High
School and the American Insti K. E. Barraclough of the University too-few traditional activities? If we ties or lost outright, as happened at
On Memorial field Sunday at two
tute
of
Banking, and has been a secre of New Hampshire on several occa let it run its present course to obli the last informal, then the burden to
o’clock, the Nashua Boys’ Club will
tary
at
the City Bank and Trust Com sions. Mr. Scovell would appreciate vion down the path of indecency, when the students becomes altogether too
meet Theta Chi and Kappa Sigma
pany
in
H artford for several years. hearing from members of the Class gone it will leave its smudge on the heavy.
in a final touch-football game. Hiz
For the price asked, one would
zoner, the Mayor, has announced that Mr. Main is secretary and treasurer of 1918. His address is 709 N. 2nd University reputation; but if we turn
Ave., Highland Park, New Brunswick, it back to a college level, by some
he will officially open the match by of the Black Rock Bank and Trust
naturally expect to receive adequate
Company of Bridgeport and is presi N. J.
effective means of student control, it insurance. Yet such has not been the
throwing down the first ball.
’21—The Alumni Office has just will be doubly worth claiming as our
dent of the Bridgeport Chapter of the
case. Those students who came back
American Institute of Banking and the learned of the death in Kennydale tradition.
without their belongings are still
Durhamania:
(By popular re
Bridgeport Clearing House Associa- Washington, on Feb. 21, 1933, of Mrs
The
election
of
the
Mayor
of
Dur
minus the belongings and also the
quest) Red Bume engaging into long j
Mr. and Mrs. Main are living Esther Hunt Miller. Mrs. Miller is ham might be a real college activity, price to replace them.
conversations with a blue-eyed cash
survived by her husband and three and as respectable a tradition as th at
How long is the student body going
ier . . . Ed
Dorson,
Spike, and
children.
of Homecoming Day which it serves. to tolerate such a condition as this?
George Avery Sweeney on some re teresting things your room-mate
’22—Edson M. Bailey was awarded
ception committee taking care that does . . . Boo-Boo looking sm arter the degree of Master of A rts a t the While the candidates might not be My guess is th a t they will tolerate
the Wellesley wenches didn’t get and sm arter . . The wife of our University of Vermont last June. Mr able to present their humor with it just so long and then—the fire
lost in woolly Durham . . . Alice English teacher agrees with us . . . Bailey is employed in the school sys the charm and depth of a Lewis Car works.
roll or their nonsense with the light
The students are always willing to
Desmond (who loathed* Cab Callo- Tommy H. gave up going to the tem in South Manchester, Conn.
satire of a Stephen Leacock, they enjoy themselves and to pay a rea
drug-store
but
could
not
resist
and
wayish music) goes for uniforms in
’22—A daughter, M argery Ann,
a big way . . . Bill Rugg playing we saw her there the very same was born to Mr. and Mrs. Charles A could a t least make it a fascinating, sonable price for their enjoyment.
amusing and partially intellectual This fact is amply proven by the
night
.
.
.
Why
did
P.
Martel
and
and re-playing “Love is the Sweet
Swain on July 12, 1933, in Bennington
est Thing” . . . Someone ambling R. Kidder laugh so much about a cer Vt., where Mr. Swain is Associate event. Raised from the level of a com crowds of students who so willingly
petition in sm utty stories to a battle make town dance halls a success. No
over and telling us th at the damage tain week-end? Find out for us, Secretary of the Y. M. C. A.
of the wits, it would call forth the student is going to be played for a
please.
.
.
Fewer
warnings
this
term
at the University Club was only
’25—Clinton C. Mclntire and Miss
eight dollars. Then another whis . . . Sororities have now gone through Isabel H artford of Lancaster, N. H. participation of the w ittiest and most sucker forever.
Lucien Brunelle
pering something about a valuable their private Hades. The new form were married on October 7, 1933, a t able of our public-minded students
and the support and approval of an
painting with a hole through it. . . of rushing is not so popular. One the home of Miss Hartford.
intelligent audience.
Louis Bourgoin throwing a scare in sorority has a whack at you one day
’98—James A. Ford retired from the
’23—Gordon L. Savage has moved
Shall we let the Mayor-of-Durham
to a group assembled in a downtown then it’s the next sorority’s turn, to the new farm he purchased recent
staff of the Massachusetts State Col
spot by coming in on the run. It and so on. . . Rog O’Neil haughtily ly in Riverton, N. H., and plans many tradition slide until the adm inistra lege on Sept. 1, after 26 years’ service.
tion is forced to take it away from
was only a blank though; he wanted refuses to give us anything for the improvements on his new property
He is now an appraiser for the Farm
us or shall we set it firmly in a worth
some radio-tubes . . . A former door column. . . Nan Powers always play
Credit Administration, assigned to the
’28—George A. Bridge and Miss
man of the United States Senate ing “I’ll be Faithful.” . . Tubby Clarke Ruth A. Godding of Oak Park, 111 while place, and thereby prove th at Federal Land Bank of Springfield.
studying a t the U. of N. H. . . . A and fraulein arduously reading Bally were married on October 19, 1933, in we can govern our own traditions ?
His home address is 54 Lincoln
Rhoda Pearson, ’34
truce mentioned between Kay Barnes hoo. . . Sorry that we almost made Oak Park, 111. They will reside a t 205
avenue, Amherst, Mass.
trouble
for
Sam.
.
.
A
note
telling
us
and Nan Powers. No more pseudo
Green St., Maywood, 111. George is
telegrams . . . Ask Bill Norton (an that the Nashua Boys’ Club is ready to employed in the research department
other commuter from Boston) to challenge all comers a t touch-football of the American Can Company.
SKIS and PLUM PUDDING
whistle for you with his mouth open . . . Barron Rogers and Penn French
’28—Mrs. Edna Batchelder Weeks,
Blinding snow and high winds and the
. . . Some Durhamites trying to are still packing up for th a t tran s Mrs. Jessie Danniels Maynard and her
Aurora
Borealis—these made up p art
atlantic
trip.
.
.
Y.
W.
C.
A.
poster
adopt an English accent . . . Nin
two sons, Mrs. Bessie Fogg Bradley
of the experiences of three men who
compoop discovered, hibernating. . . at T Hall: “The purpose of a college and her daughter, were guests of Mrs.
spent last winter on Mount W ashing
We wonder? .
Drummer at the Inn looking as if he education is . .
Helen Reid Kimball during the sum
ton. We are almost ready to offer a
is expecting something to hit him at Pitiable frosh with their before-break mer.
medal
to any good outing clubber who
any moment . . . Get together every fast assembly. Of all the non-sensi
’26—E. Dorothea Savithes has been
can resist, without a wrench, Bob
one and send the Tower all the in cal. . .
teaching at the Collicot School in Mil
Monahan’s absorbing journal of this
ton, Mass., since last January. Her • Don’t let “recurring”
arctic adventure in New Hampshire.
ruin your day and deprive you o f your
address is 71 Marlboro street, Wol pains
THANKSGIVING HOLIDAY
Illustrated with fifty fine photographs
normal activity. D on’t take chances of flunking:
laston, Mass.
exams. Banish such pains with Kalms tablets.
of deep snows and skiers and moons
Headaches, neuralgia, backache, cramps, and
Upon our campus there is a considerable student opinion which we feel
and winter distances. $2.50 at your
other localized pains are promptly and effec
tively relieved by a small dosage. Kalms, devel
requires expression, an opinion which has its nucleus in the subject of the
bookstore.
oped by Johnson & Johnson, are safe. They
PAN-HELLENIC
rapidly approaching Thanksgiving holiday.
are not habit-forming, do not affect digestion
MOUNT WASHINGTON
FORMAL DANCE
or heart action. Your druggist has Kalms in
A great body of our students feel, in view of the fact th at sucih widely
purse-size boxes o f 12 tablets.
accepted holidays as Columbus Day, Armistice Day, Washington’s Birthday,
REOCCUPIED
November 17, 1933
etc., are not so accepted in the customs of this institution, th at Thanksgiving
FOR RELIEF
by Robert Monahan
Day should bring us, not only turkey and cranberry sauce, but adequate
OF “ RECURRING"
Dancing, 8.00-1.00.
Frank
time in which to enjoy it.
PAINS
Bush’s orchestra.
FREE S A MP L E — S E N D C O U P O N
In addition many students live at too great a distance from Durham
STEPHEN DAYE PRESS
Chaperones: Dean Ruth J.
to take any advantage at all of the present short recess, a fact which they
Woodruff, Professor and Mrs.
Brattleboro, Vermont
feel gives them aj* unqualified cause for complaint.
George W. White, Reverend and
NEW BRUNSWICK
We therefore, as an interpretation of student opinion, recommend to the
(Publishers of “Modern Ski Tech
Mrs. Fred Bushmeyer, Mr. and
Send me a FREE sample of Kalms. nique” by Otto Schneibs and John
faculty th at they seriously consider the possibility of now lengthening an
Mrs.
Paul
Sweet.
im portant recess period which has been so inadequate and unsatisfactory
Name__________________________
McCrillis.)
in the past.
Addres s________________ _____ 2-2

he has

KALMS
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VARSITY LOSES HOMECOMING GAME TO TUFTS, 6-3
FROSH FOOTBALL TEAM
SWAMPS CLARK SCHOOL
TEAM W jTH38-0 VICTORY

Harriers to Defend
N. E. Title Tomorrow
DeMoulpied Will Lead Team
in Quest for Third
Straight Victory
by Jimmy Dunbar

Two Backfield Combinations Pile Up Large
Score—Long Runs and Passes
Feature Flashy Attack

The last gasp of a dying fish. I ’m
a sucker for a hook, and when I not
only bit, but also swallowed^ the re 
sult was a few or more warnings.
So here goes, the beginning of the
end. May a better man carry on!

and made some of the best gains of
the game. His touchdown run in the
first period after taking a lateral
pass from Twyon was the outstanding
individual effort of the game.

Holding the Clark School outfit
scoreless last Friday the Freshman
eleven crashed through the Orange
and Black team for six touchdowns
with a brilliant aerial and running
attack.
Three
touchdowns were
gained by passes and three by end
Glover and Bratt Tie for
runs.
Third to Lead N. H. Men
The Kittens opened up on the prep
—Horn, Watson, First
school team in the first period when
after receiving the kick-off Mirey
called for the double reverse pass.
Gaining their first victory of the
The ball was snapped to Nathanson,
season, the inexperienced Frosh cross
at wing-back, who threw a pass to
country team defeated the Andover
Twyon, a t end, who, in turn, passed
harriers a t Andover last Saturday
a lateral to Segole, the latter making
coming out victorious by the narrow
a brilliant run for the touchdown.
m argin of three points. The score
The point after was blocked by Sey
was, New Hampshire, 26; Andover,
mour, lanky Clark tackle.
29.
A fter the first score 'the freshmen
Although Horn and Watson of
started a second drive. Nathanson
again heaved a long 35 yard pass to Andover captured the first two posi
Mirey, who made a divine catch. An tions, the Kittens grouped near the
other pass was tried, this time with leaders thus obtaining their victory by
Twyon on the receiving end. This good team work.
Glover and B ratt again proved
brought the ball to the 10-yard line.
A fter three attem pts to gain the their consistency as leaders of the
touchdown, Captain Nathanson took New Hampshire harriers by crossing
the ball across on an end run. “N ate” the line in a tie for third place. The
N. H. frosh continually pressed the
also kicked the point after.
A fter this touchdown, Coach Lund- Andover men over the whole length
holm put in his second backfield: name of the hilly course which enabled
ly Quadros at quarterback, Lekeskey them to finish in fa st time.
Following Glover and B ratt to the
and Cadigan at the wing-back posi
tions, and Karazia at full-back. This line, the next N. H. men were Kim
new backfield also went wild and after ball, fifth; Robinson, sixth; and Munthe freshm an line had forced the ton, eighth. Robinson of Andover
Orange and Black down the field, filled in seventh position.
Coach Sweet sent a greatly im
Cadigan crashed through for a touch
down.
The point after touchdown proved aggregation to Andover. By
was successfully kicked by Cadigan. the development of Munton as a point
The score at the end of the half was scorer, Coach Sweet again expects to
send a well balanced team to repre
19-0.
sent
the New Hampshire freshmen
A few plays after receiving the
kick-off, Cadigan, showing splendid at the New Englands, next week.
broken field running, galloped 45 Glover, B ratt, Kimball, and Robin
yards for a touchdown. The point son have been consistent as scorers
during the season and Sweet hopes
after was also kicked by Cadigan.
In the remainder of the half, the to send a winning team for the meet.
The summary: Horn, Andover,
Kitten subs went wild, scoring two
more touchdowns. One by a line first; Watson, Andover, second; Glo
plunge of Kelly’s, and another by ver, N. H., third; B ratt, N. H., fourth;
Quadros’ sensational long pass to Kimball, N. H., fifth; Robinson, N. H.,
Cadigan. Shortly after this, the game sixth; Robinson, Andover, seventh;
Munton, N. H., eighth; Pierce, An
ended. The score 38-0.
Bolles and Gowan, line-men, who dover, ninth; Trip, Andover, tenth;
play side by side in their respective Childs, Andover, eleventh; Powers,
positions of guard and tackle, starred N. H., tw elfth; Myers, Andover,
in their last game for the Kittens. thirteenth; Flanders, N. H., four
Also Kelly, Cadigan, and Davison teenth; Coney, N. H., fifteenth;
showed their power as hard driving Downes, N. H., sixteenth.
backs.
Coach Lundholm is undergoing a Wilson, Bolles, Lang, and Gowan
tough proposition in deciding for men starred.
The summary:
to take the places of those players
osh
C l a r k School
who have been warned off due to mid FNa. c eHy. , Fr
R o g e an , re
le. D u q u iel, G re th e
W
ilson,
V
a
rn
e
y
,
D
u
s
s
a
u
lt,
r
t
term exams. However, in all proba
It, Guffin
bility, Belson, an inexperienced guard, B olles, B elson, r g
lg, D a v is, S tu rd e v a n
C
o
sta,
S
can
n
ell,
B
ish
o
p
,
c
will sta rt in a guard position.
c, L efflor
n g , H ow e, lgrg , R a u d le t
In Friday’s game, Segole, Quadros, LGaow
an, C u rrie r, It
r t, S ey m o u r, W ilso n
Lekeskey, Mirey, Cadigan, Davison, T w yon, H e p w o rth , It
M cC luskey, W ig g in
Kelly, Nathanson, and Karazia, M irey, Q u ad ro s, Dre,
av iso n , qb
qb, W h ite , C om m e
showed their power as fa st and pow
K elly, L e k e sk e y , r h b
rh b , P ie rc e , H a lla n
erful runners and tacklers. In the N a th a n s o n , C a d ig a n , B o g a rt, lhb
lhb,
L ew is, H o llo ren
line, Varney, Dussault, Twyon, Facey, Segole, K a r a z ia , fb
fb, P rin c e , G re th e

Even the great Targonski could not
pull us through in the homecoming
game. Maybe we ought to give some
one else a chance, and play the game
over again.
Only difficulty there
would be the alumni’s inability to re
turn again, with their customary cele
bration, etc.

The second backfield of the Kittens
looked equally as good as the first,
with Quadros, Lekesky, Cadigan, and
Karazia. All of these boys ran hard,
tackled well, and the passing of Quad
ros was spectacular. Lekesky and
Cadigan made several long runs, the
latter scoring after a jaunt of fortyfive yards.

N. H. Kittens Defeat
Andover Harriers

Candy

Tobacco

G R A N T ’S CAFE
Magazine

Newspapers

Twenty-one of the best
Everybody is watching expenses closely looking
here and there to find most economical methods.
True economy never forgets high quality. At
$5.50 the 21-meal ticket (7 breakfasts, 7 dinners and
7 suppers) represents real economy in quality values.
For those who prefer, a $6.00 cafeteria ticket may be
obtained for $5.25.

The University Dining Hall

We hate to make any disparaging
remarks concerning our mayor, but
on the play immediately following
the announcement th at “The mayor
will now open his bag of tricks,”
Tufts intercepted an N. H. forward,
and carried it back into Wildcat te r
ritory. It may be th at the mayor
Hats off to Captain Haphey. Com
lost the key to the bag. One never
ing into the game for only one play
knows!
and kicking a field goal is one of those
things th at you often read about but
Intra-m urals are closing this week.
seldom see. Frank Merriwell him With the surprise victory of Phi Del
self could not have done better. We ta Upsilon over the Theta Kappa Phi’s
hope that ankle will heal up before in the relay final, th a t sport was con
the game tomorrow.
cluded for another year. These two
How did you like our pinch-hitter ?
You may hear more from him in thf
near future, if things continue as they
are, as my brother columnist, Lam
bert, would say. Anyhow, thanks a
lot Bob.

Until he received a rather serious
injury in the third quarter, Budd
Graffam had turned in his best per
formance of the year. His pretty
run through the secondary defense
from the thirty-five yard line to Tufts
eight yard line was one of the fea
tures of the game. And so ends the
career of one of our leading senior
athletes. Tough luck, Bud.

fraternities will meet in the basket
ball finals later this week. Both came
through the regular schedule unde
feated, and it is practically impossible
to establish a favorite in the playoffs.
Touch football is the latest phase
of outdoor sport. But the last result
of our innocent challenge a few weeks
ago was the arrangem ent of the
game between the interfraternity
champs, Theta Chi, and an independ
ent aggregation representing the
Nashua Boys’ Club of Durham. The
names of such illustrious athletes as
Clark, Jacques, McCaugney, McKiniry, Burns, Costa, Sullivan, and others
is included in the lineup of this pow
erful triple threat club.

Congrantulations to Dave deMoulpied! Winning th at dual meet with
Manhattan was some feat. Our cap
tain led the leading Cross Country
men of the country to the finish line.
It was one of the finest races of his
career, and gives no mean indication
th at de Moulpied will be the man to
beat in the New Englands. W ebster
Walker, basketball star, who is the
also ran well, but the remainder of leading back on the Theta Chi touch
the team was completely outrun by football team, is one of the best for
the speedier New York Staters.
ward passers in the school. His long
heaves down the field completely
Exhibiting a powerful offense baffled the Lambda Chi Alpha second
which continually baffled the Clark ary defense on Sunday. Those same
school team, the Freshmen piled up passes would come in handy some day
the biggest score of the season on on Memorial Field against varsity op
Friday. At no time in the game did ponents.
any of the Clark backs threaten to
Wonder of wonders! Not a single
break into the open, while the Kittens
continually ran wild. Even without man was warned off the varsity squad,
the presence of Captain Nathanson while neither Cross Country team
who was kept out of the game dur suffered. Lundholm loses Bolles and
ing the entire last half, the Frosh Gowan in the line, and Kelly, Cadi
made long runs and passes accounted gan, and Davison from the backfield.
for good gains.
Incidentally, the New Hampshire
staff lost one sports editor. And so
Segole, who has been used most of we come to the end of our road, for
the season as a blocking back, blos a while at least. We may be back,
somed out Friday as a ball carrier, but for the present, au revoir!

THETA CHI TO MEET
PHI DELTA UPSILON
NASHUA BOYS’ CLUB
WINS RELAY TROPHY
When Theta Chi’s Red Wave meets
the Nashua Boys’ Club 2 P M SunM lin g the surprise of ^
sea
day afternoon at Memorial Field, i t ' ^ phi Delta Upsilon re,
team de.
will be facing the toughest barrier m feated the favored Theta K
phi
its path to the mythical campus cham-1 team jn the intra_mural flnals between
pionship th a t it has encountered this the halves of the football game on
season.
homecoming day.
The Boys’ Club will enter the game
Ranchynoski started strongly for
a heavy favorite as they have an ag
the Theta Kappa Phi’s, but was over
gregation of former varsity stars as taken by Pryor in the stretch. Tuxwell as a few of the crack freshm an
bury ran away from Novak to give
team.
the Phi Delta U’s a lead which was
The Red Wave will depend upon its
increased by Robbins. Mullen put up
regular team in the hope th a t team
a brilliant race on the third lap, but
work will bring them out on top. The
could not catch the little Phi Delta
team ’s plays have been clicking the Upsilon runner. Welch made a val
past two weeks and if they continue
iant attem pt to make up the lost
to do so Sunday, the game should distance, but Tryon was too steady,
prove of championship calibre.
winning by several yards, in the time
Advance reports say th at a record of 1:37 and 1-5.
crowd is expected and the V arsity
This victory gives the Phi Delta
coaching staff will be on hand look
Upsilon’s the jump in the all-point
ing for future varsity m aterial.
trophy contest. As they are also final
ists in the basketball race, they will
’28—Lieut. George B. Pickwick is
be strong favorites to cop their first
Mess Officer and Post Exchange Offi trophy. Their opponents in the hoop
cer in the 132nd Co. of the C. C. C.
finals will be the Theta Kappa Phi
at Lewiston, Me. George was at Cold
fraternity, who will be out to balance
River Camp in Fryeburg, Me., until
the score between the two houses.
Sept. 1. He writes th a t Alexander
B. Currie is a lieutenant in the C. C. C.
camp at Rangeley, Me., and th at Bob
’33—Russell A. Pilotte is working
Augustinus, ’32, is a t Wild River as fioorman for the W. T. G rant Co.
Camp in Gilead, Me.
in Lancaster, Pa. His address is 307
’32—Mrs. Cahill J. Meehan an East King Street, Lancaster, Pa.
nounced the engagement of her
’33—Bill Roy writes th a t he is en
daughter, Nancy W. Meehan to joying his graduate work in Sociology
Charles Ned Elliott, ’28, on October at McGill University in Montreal. His
28 at a midnight supper party in address is 2072 St. Hubert, Montreal,
Flushing, N. Y.
P. Q.

Saturday, November 11th, finds the
New Hampshire varsity cross coun
try team journeying to Boston to de
fend its N. E. I. C. A. A. title.
Although its record is not quite as
impressive as last year’s because of
a defeat; it still remains a strong
favorite to retain the title which it
has held for three years. However,
as the defeat was administered by
the national champs of last year, the
Wildcat will enter the title race with
plenty of confidence.
This year’s pre-race dope points to
a difficult struggle for New Hamp
shire, as in two races first positions
were won by the opposing team. In
the Maine meet, the first New Hamp
shire man was third, as the Black
brothers came in tied for first.
The Maine meet was! won by one
point; therefore Maine will be one
of the main opponents to bowl over.
Bates is a formidable foe which may
cause trouble at any time. With all
these teams running in a group, the
best men from each team are apt to
force New Hampshire back. As a
result the Wildcats will depend on
team play and not upon individual
accomplishments to win.
By his victory at M anhattan, last!
week, Captain deMoulpied will un
doubtedly be installed as the favorite
to win. The others who hope to help
deMoulpied to win and who will make
up the rest of the team are Webster,
Glover, Murray, Blood, Raduazo, and
Darling, with Mathews and Marlak
in reserve.
Barring any unforeseen accidents
and casualties, New Hampshire
should pull through, and once more
bring back to Durham its own
championship.

Walker Features in
Theta Chi Victory
Big Red Wave Scores Twice
on Rivals—Levensaler
and Hanna Tally
By defeating the strong Lambda
Chi Alpha team, the Theta Chi’s re
moved the last obstacle from their
path, and now claim the touch foot
ball championship of Durham.
Led by Fred Walker, their quarter
back and captain, the Big Red Wave
scored one touchdown in each half to
defeat a hard fighting team from up
on the hill. The touchdowns were
made by Levensaler, just before the
end of the half, and Hanna. The first
score came on pass from Walker, and
found the Lambda Chi secondary
caught sleeping, with Funston miss
ing the play completely. The second
‘ame late in the last period, and was
he result of the interception of a
pass from Armstrong to Dunbar. Hanna ran fifty-two yards for the score.
Immediately after, the Lambda Chi
team put on a brilliant passing a t
tack, which nearly resulted in a score.
Passes from Armstrong and Funston
to Tower, Holt, and Dunbar brought
the ball down the field, but the game
ended with the ball in Theta Chi’s
possession.
The line-ups: Theta Chi—le, Lev
ensaler; It, M acA rthur; c, Allen; rg,
Pitcher; re, Chase; qb, W alker; rhb,
H anna; lhb, Baker; fb, Vanderhoff.
Lambda Chi Alpha—re, Reed; rg,
Griffin, M arston; c, Tower; rg, Hub
bard; re, True, J. Reed; qb, Dunbar;
rhb, Funston; lhb, A rm strong; fb,
Holt.

Fowler Given New
Part in Play
Miss Sands Resigns Role
of Edith in Mask and
Dagger Production
Doris Fowler is playing Edith,
second wife of Tom Moonlight, in
Mask and Dagger’s production Mr.
Moonlight to be given December 6,
7, and 8 in Murkland Auditorium.
Miss Fowler is a character actress
of unusual ability. She replaces Miss
Barbara Sands who was form erly as
signed the role.
Rehearsals for this fantasy by Ben
Levy progress nightly in order to
obtain the detailed smoothness th at
is essential for such a production.
’27—A son, William Lennox, was
born to Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Robes
(Margaret Rhodes) on Oct. 4, 1933.

WILDCATS LOSE GAME ON
LATE TOUCHDOWN AFTER
FUMBLEJM GOAL LINE
Haphey Place Kicks Goal from Field—
Froelich Scores for Tufts from Two
Yard Line—Graffam Hurt
Cross Country Team
Loses to Manhattan
National Champions Hand
Varsity First Defeat
in Last Five Years

Tufts

T o ta l firs t d o w n s .........................
F i r s t d o w n b y r u s h in g ..........
F i r s t d o w n b y p a s s in g ..........
F o rw a rd p a s s e s a tte m p te d . . .
F o rw a rd p a s s e s c o m p le te d . . .
F o rw a rd p a s s e s in te r c e p te d . .
N u m b e r of p u n ts .........................

5
5
0
3
0
1
16

N. H.
6

5

1
8
2

1

14

Despite a place kick by Captain
Haphey in the last quarter, the Uni
versity of New Hampshire was de
feated by Tufts in the annual Home
Upset for the first time in five
coming game, by the score of 6-3, a t
years, the New Hampshire varsity
Memorial Field on Saturday.
cross country team received defeat at
Playing the Jumbo team to a stand
the hands of M anhattan the national
still throughout the game, the Wild
champions of last year. Although
cats simply could not break through
Dave de Moulpied of New Hamp
the fighting defense of the visitors
shire won the event handily, the team
to score. Twice they carried the ball
lost by the score of 23-32.
down deep into opposing territory,
but once they lost the ball on downs
on the three yard line, and the sec
ond time, Captain Haphey was called
in from the sidelines to kick the field
goal which gave New Hampshire the
lead and nearly pulled the game out
of the fire. Only a tough break in
favor of the Jumbo enabled them to
pull out the victory in the closing
minutes of the game.
The Wildcats played most of the
game without Haphey, who was on
the sidelines with an injured ankle,
and also suffered by the injury which
sent Graffam from the game after
his long run early in the third quarter.
The absence of these veterans went a
long way towards preventing a last
minute win for the Wildcats.
Throughout the first half, the teams
D A V E D E M O U L P IE D
battled on even term s, neither able
Van Courtland Park in New York to gain much by either the passing
was the scene of the contest. As game or over the ground route. Short
M anhattan has access to it as a train  ' gains were made by Ahern and Graf
ing ground, and won the title there fam, while the punting of Graffam
last year it was made a strong pre gained ground for the Wildcats.
race favorite. However, the Wildcats
New Hampshire received the
gave them a much stiffer battle than kickoff at the opening of the half,
was expected even though two of its and immediately started a long ad
runners did not run as well as they vance. A fter an exchange of kicks,
the varsity began to click. Graffam
have in previous meets.
The fact th a t the distance was six made a couple of yards off tackle,
miles in place of the custom ary five then broke loose around right end,
or five and one-half miles, probably running to the five yard stripe before
accounted for the weaker showing he was nailed by the Jumbo safety
man.
of some of the men.
Dave deMoulpied, Wildcat cap
Four plays were driven a t the
tain and veteran of many a run of Tufts line, and although Demers
various grinds, was not phased a bit gained a couple of yards, the team
by the highly reputed M anhattan was not able to force the ball over,
captain, Russell, and the team itself, Grinnell stopping Graffam on fourth
as he ran smoothly with the team, down. A few plays later a Tufts
and then near the finish opened up punt was downed on the Jumbo
a sprint to pass Russell and win by twenty yard line. A fter a couple of
60 yards in the fast time of 31 plays carried about six yards, Bob
minutes and two seconds. Captain Haphey limped in and with Clark
Russell of M anhattan finished second holding the ball, place-kicked direct
in 3Y"minutes"eTeven seconds,
ly between the uprights for what
McKenna of the down-state scholl looked like the m argin of victory.
came in third followed by W ebster of
Going into the closing minutes of
New Hampshire. Then three Man the last quarter, the m argin seemed
hattan athletes trotted across the sufficient. The Big Jumbo eleven con
finish line before the next New Hamp tinued to threaten throughout the pe
shire man.
They were Acerno, riod, but the real danger was averted
Andrews, and Crowley. Glover of until Rogean sent a long pass down
New Hampshire finished in eighth the center of the field. Miller faded
place to be the last man to finish back and intercepted the ball, s ta rt
among the first 10. The other New ing out to his right. He was nailed
Hampshire men to figure in the final by Oliver, fumbling the ball when hit.
scoring were Blood who finished 13th Woodworth, giant Jumbo tackle,
and Murray 15th.
smothered the pigskin on the two
1st, deM o u lp ied , N. H ., C a p t.; 2nd, R u s 
sell, M a n .; 3rd, M c K en n a, M a n .; 4th, yard line. Froelich hit the line twice,
W e b s te r, N . H .; 5th, A c e rn o ; 6th, A n  the second smash carrying over the
d re w s; 7th, C ro w ley ; 8th, G lo v er; 9th,
R o y ; 10th, T a ip ly ; 11th, T h o m p so n ; 12th, goal line. Although the point after
W a ls h ; 13th, B lood; 14th, R a d u a z o ; 15th,
M u rra y .
(Continued on Page 4)
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M ALLOR Y HATS
“ Cravenette” Processed

Band and body pro
tected against dis
coloration from either
per spirat ion or
showers.

GTr
BRAD

M c lN T IR E

Wildcats Lose Game
on Late Touchdown
(Continued from Page 3)
was missed, the visitors had succeeded
in spoiling homecoming and had
enough defensive strength left to
smother the forward passing attack
of the Wildcats in the last few min
utes of the game.
The summary:
Tufts

N ew Ham pshire

O liver, le
re , S ty lia n o s
L in b e rg , It
r t, B allou
F o x (B a tc h e ld e r), lg
rg , L ew is, M u rra y
P a r k h u r s t (C a rly n ), c
c, M c K in iry
S p au ld in g , r g
lg, M a n n in g
W o o d w o rth , r t
It, J o h n s o n
G rin n ell, r e
le, A n d rew s
R o g e a n (S ta ffo n ), qb qb, G ra ffa m (C la rk )
M a cL ea n , lh b
rh b , M oody (D an e, H a p h e y )
C la rk , r h b
lhb, A h e rn (M iller, H a p h e y )
F ro e h lic h , fb
fb, D e m e rs
S co re b y p e rio d s—
T u fts ............................... 0
0
0
6—6
N ew H a m p s h ire . . . . 0
0
3
0-—3
T o u ch d o w n —F ro e h lic h (one y a rd lin e
plunge).. G oal fro m field—H a p h e y (15y a rd p la c e m e n t). R e fe re e —S. H. M ahoney.
U m p ire —L. M ann. L in e sm a n —J. A. C h a l
m e rs. F ie ld ju d g e —J . N . Y oung. T i m e F o u r 15m. p erio d s.

Eligible Students May
Visit Special Lectures
(Continued from Page 1)
outlook on interesting world problems
could be gathered.
This plan is essentially a student
proposition.
No credit for attend
ance will be given; the notices of lec
tures to be given the students will be
arranged by the student committee;
the number of students participat
ing is limited only to students eligible.
The only way in which the administra
tion participates is by enabling the
student committee to reach the visit
ing student more quickly, by throw
ing open the classes, and by mimeo
graphing the lecture notices.
The student who has been notified
and who thinks th a t he will be in
terested in this plan can get a mimeo
graphed schedule of lectures from a
table in the hallway. These lectures
will be divided among the History,
Economics, and English departments.
If an im portant current event
should arise before it can - be
included in the regular notice, a spe
cial announcement will be placed on
the bulletin board in Murkland Hall
with the name of the topic, the pro
fessor’s name, the room number and
the hour. The visiting student will
know th a t such an announcement is
for him and if it interests him, he is
free to go.
Certain of these lectures have al
ready been given and others are to be
presented in the near future. The
program planned is as follows:
Lectures given by Professor Hennessy
Friday, November 10. Murkland
Hall, Room 14, 11 o’clock. Subject—
Merchant of Venice.

Wednesday, November 15. Murk
land Hall, 11 o’clock. Subject—Much
Ado About Nothing.

Lectures given by Professor Babcock
American History Courses. Deal
ing with American History to 1840
this term.
(Subjects will be an
nounced on the bulletin board. Watch
for them there.)
Lectures given by Mr. William Yale
Wednesday, November 8. Conant
Hall, Room 103, 9 o’clock. Subject—
Turkey’s Part in the World War.

Friday, November 10. Conant Hall,
Room 103, 9 o’clock. Subject—Mr.
Yale’s Description of Allenby’s Cam
paign Against the Turks.

It is not strange that when I watch
them grow,
Some of these children should seem
like my own,
And some I grow to love. A year ago
I wondered why my heart was turned
to stone
When news was brought th a t Arnold
Betts had died—
Hurled from his sled against the
mountain-side.
I did not understand at first. I
stood,
Politely horrified a t what was said;
But then I felt more terror than I
should,
As though the world announced th at
I was dead;
And in the crying darkness of my
heart,
Surprised a t last, I felt my longing
rise
As one, long-blinded, who beholds the
skies.

The blending of one beautiful scene
Geologist to Speak Lyceum Program
into another, and the changing from
colored slides to motion pictures is
at Vol. Convocation Continues Nov. 22 a marvel of artistic ingenuity.

You who believe th at what I say is
true,
And you who think that I am what I
say,
Know nothing of the life withheld
from you.
The rules and precepts th at I teach
each day,
The orderly decorum for a class
Are only given in return for pay
And, like the chalk th at crumbles,
they will pass.
But there are magnets stronger than
the mind,
Some traits remembered, spirits th at
compel,
Warm youthfulness astounding hu
man kind
With wisdom loftier than pages tell;
There is response th at leaps from eye
to eye,
Though it may be across the gap of
years,
And confidence, and hearts th a t seek
reply
In terms of common love, and not of
peers.
These things no school committee pon
ders on;
They do not know the source where
strength is drawn,
Nor where our growths begin and
where they end.
But there is subtle increase hardly
known,
Under the word, deeper than flesh and
bone,
Where age is nothing, where distinc
tions blend.

Prof. Lane of Tufts College Alton Hall Blackington to
Speak on Romance of
Will Discuss Earth’s
News Gathering
Age and Structure
Dr. Alfred C. Lane, Pearson Pro
fessor of Geology and Mineralogy at
Tufts College, will speak on “Rating
the Geologic Clock” at the Voluntary
Convocation on Wednesday, Novem
ber 15, in Murkland Auditorium.
Professor Lane is one of the country’s
best known geologists and has made
a special study of the methods of
measuring geologic time in terms of
years.
Professor Lane received his univer
sity training a t H arvard and Heidel
berg, taking his doctorate in 1888.
A fter teaching at Harvard and serv
ing as geologist on the United States
Geological Society of America in 1930.
He is a member of many scientific
held- until he became Professor of
Geology at Tufts in 1909.
Professor Lane was the first Con
sultant in Science o i the Library of
Congress, and was president of the
Geological Society of America in 1930.
He is a member of many scientific
bodies in Europe and America, includ
ing the Belgian Geological Society
and the American Academy of A rts
and Sciences.
Since 1922, Professor Lane has
been Chairman of the National Re
search Council Committee on Estim a
tion of Geologic Time by Atomic Dis
integration. He has published many
scientific papers and has also contri
buted popular articles to various
journals.
Professor Lane will discuss the
various methods used to estimate the
age of the earth, and the number of
years that have elapsed since the
formation of certain geologic struc
tures, such as mountain ranges,
plateaus, and canyons.

You who believe th at what I say is
true,
And you who think th at I am what I
say,
Know nothing of the life withheld
from you;
I love the things that are not here to
stay:
The door th at closes after stamping
feet,
The cries that linger in the darkened
street.

’33—Dr. and Mrs. Franklin E.
Campbell of W est Medford, Mass.,
have announced the engagement of
their daughter, Elizabeth, to Kenneth
H. Wood.

Alton Hall Blackington will speak
on the subject The Romance of News
Gathering a t this season’s second Ly
ceum program to be held a t 8:00
o’clock Wednesday evening, Novem
ber 22, in the University Gymnasium.
Mr. Blackington began his news
paper career during high school in
Rockland, Maine. Upon his enlist
ment in the United States Navy in
1917, he was immediately appointed
Official Photographer of the F irst
Naval District. At the conclusion of
the war, he became staff photogra
pher of the Boston Herald and for
ten years covered all of the important
news events in New England.
In 1925 the Society of A rts and
Crafts bestowed upon Mr. Blacking
ton the degree of Master Craftsman
in recognition of his unusual
photo.
®ra Phic achievem ents. He is the only
news Photographer in America to receive this honor.
In 1927 Mr. Blackington was as
signed by the Rotogravure Depart
ment of the Boston Herald to cover
the great American Legion Conven
tion in Paris, and he toured the prin
cipal cities of Europe with the offi
cial delegation.
In 1928 the demand for Mr. Blackington’s services as a lecturer became
so great th at he was obliged to re 
sign from the Herald staff and de
vote his entire time to the prepara
tion of feature articles, news pictures,
and lecture engagements.
Today he is at the head of his own
news gathering organization—The
Blackington Service, supplying hun
dreds of newspapers, magazines, and
trade journals with feature stories
and artistic pictures.
Few lecturers are as particular
about the projection of their pictures
as Alton Hall Blackington.
He
brings his own complete and very
latest projection apparatus and his
experienced and licensed operator.

(in front of Commoons)

Unlike most lecturers, Mr. Black
ington doesn’t use a stock lecture.
With painstaking care he personally
arranges each and every program,
adding such features as will interest
the particular group he is to enter
tain. Instead of one subject he tells
of many and weaves the pictorial re
cordings of his adventurous career in
to a dynamic story of the varied
events that dominate the front pages
of our daily papers.
In this manner Mr. Blackington
will talk of New England with its
hustling, busy cities and quiet elmarched towns, its sparkling lakes and
deep green forests, spring in the
New Hampshire hills, summer on
Cape Cod and the Coast of Maine, the
glories of autumn in Vermont, all of
which provide pictorial possibilities
fully as extraordinary as those to be
found in distant lands.
Making storm pictures knee deep
in surf and wreckage at 1:00 P. M.
at Winthrop, and showing them on
the screen of the Arlington’s Wom
an’s Club at 3:30 o’clock the same a f
ternoon is but one of Blackington’s
record breaking feats of news gath
ering.
Among the many places at which
Mr. Blackington has appeared with
much success are: Boston City Club,
Harvard Club, New England Educa
tional Assn., Deerfield Academy, Pro
fessional Women’s Club of Boston,
Providence Engineering Society, Fairhaven M ariner’s Club and Fall River
Women’s Club.

N. H.

T E L . 420

Friday, Nov. 10 at 11.30

Monday, November 13
12:15—Alpha Chi Omega
12:25—Alpha Xi Delta
12:35—Chi Omega
12:45—Phi Mu
12:55—Kappa Delta
1:05—Theta Upsilon
1:15—Pi Lambda Sigma
Tuesday, November 14
12:15—Kappa Sigma
12:25—Theta Chi
12:35—S. A. E.
12:45—A. T. O.
12:55—Lambda Chi Alpha
1:05—Phi Mu Delta
1:15—Phi Alpha
Wednesday, November 15
12:15—Pi Kappa Alpha
12:25—T. U. O.
12:35—Alpha Kappa Pi
12:45—Theta Kappa Pi
12:55—Alpha Gamma Rho
1:05—University Band
1:15—Phi Delta Upsilon
Thursday, November 16
12:15—Tau Kappa Epsilon
12:25—Delta Epsilon Pi
12:35—Psi Lambda
12:45-—Mask and Dagger
12 :55—Sphinx
1:05 — T h e N e w H a m p s h ir e
1:15—International Relations
Friday, November 17'
12:15—Christian Work
12:25—Men’s Glee Club
12:35—Women’s Glee Club
12:45—Kappa Delta Pi
12:55—Phi Lambda Phi
1:05—Gamma Kappa
1:15—Delta Chi
Junior individual pictures
will be taken in the Commons
organization room the entire
week of November 13. This is
the last chance. All who desire
appointments for sittings get in
touch with M artha Burns at the
Phi Mu house.

The Romance of News Gathering

A meeting of the scout organization
on campus was held Wednesday eve
ning in Room 213 Morrill Hall; and
the name “ Campus Scouting Crew”
was chosen as the name for this or
ganization. This name was chosen

DOVER,

MIDNITE SHOW

provides a complete evening’s enter
tainment, lasting from one and a
half to two hours with the customary
intermission.

SCOUT MEETING
HELD LAST WED.

STRAND

Dates for Granite
Group Pictures

All Seats Reserved 40c
ON SALE NOW
FREE PHOTO TO ALL

A GOOD GIRL . . •
G o o d at the right t i me!

wi(h CARY GRANT

because the group is made up of
REGULAR PLAY DATES
scouts from different states and many
November 12, 13, 14, 15
different troops, and doesn’t resemble
At Regular Prices
a scout troop; but more like a dis
cussion group, although the members
will go on hikes as often as possible.
A committee has been chosen to a r and it will announce where the next
range the programs for the meetings, meeting will be held and a t what time.

IT TAKES HEALTHY NERVES

TO BE
AMERICA’ S GREATEST
STUNT GIRL

G eorge A b be .

Men’s Glee Club
Enters Competition
George T. Wilson Chosen
to Conduct the Prize
Song
Toward the end of February, the
University of New Hampshire Men’s
Glee Club is to compete in the New
England Intercollegiate Glee Club
Contest which is to be held in the
new million dollar Municipal Audi
torium at Worcester, Mass.
The
various colleges competing are: Am
herst, Middlebury, Wesleyan, Clark,
Bowdoin, Holy Cross, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, Boston Uni
versity, Rhode Island State College,
Boston College, Williams College, and
the University of New Hampshire.
The four numbers to be prepared
for the competition consist of a prize
song, to be directed by a student con
ductor, one selected number to be
sung by each club, and two to be
sung by all the clubs together with
the assistance of the Worcester
Choral Society.
The glee club here is rehearsing
weekly under the direction of Robert
W. Manton, head of the music de
partm ent of this University. George
T. Wilson has been chosen to con
duct the prize song at the competi
tion.
In 1928, a similar competition was
held a t Boston with twelve clubs
competing and the New Hampshire
Club won third place.

Mr. Yale served as special agent of
the State Department and as an offi
cial of the W ar Department on this
campaign.
Official British pictures
of this interesting campaign will be
’30—The m arriage of Russell G.
Webster and Miss Olive E. Ayer of
shown.
Wednesday, November 15. Conant Bradford, N. H., took place on Octo
Hall, Room 103, 9 o’clock. Subject— ber 14, 1933. Mrs. Webster is a grad
uate of Manchester Central High and
Italy’s Part in the World War.
Friday, November 17.
Conant the Keene Normal School and was
Hall, Room 103, 9 o’clock. Subject— formerly supervisor of a rt in Spring
Italy’s Reasons for Entering the War. field, Vt., schools. Mr. Webster is
employed as an investigator for the
’28—Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Bradley Retail Credit Co., in Newburyport,
(Bessie Fogg) announce the birth of Mass. Mr. and Mrs. Webster will re
side at 18 Fruit Street, Newburyport.
a son on October 7, 1933.
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greatest
of all girl stunt performers, as she
tells of her discovery that one ciga
rette is different from the others!
She says:
‘‘I have to be sure my nerves are
healthy to do my stunts, changing
from a speeding auto to a plane, the
high dive on fire into fire, wing walk
ing while up in a plane, and the
high-altitude parachute jump. As to

L is t e n to M ar y W ig g in s ,

Copyright, 1933,
. Reynolds Tobacco Company
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JOE:

I’m so glad to see you, Sue. Were
you nervous during your first flight ?

SUE:

Not a bit. I smoked Camels all the
way, and I never felt better! I
haven’t worried about nerves since
I took your advice and changed to
Camels.

t

t

a

G
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&

smoking, Fve found that Camels don’t
interfere with healthy nerves. I’ve
tried all the brands. Camels are
milder and better in flavor. They do
not give me edgy nerves even when I
am smoking a lot.”
#

3

#

You’ll like that rich Camel flavor and
mildness. And your nerves will tell
you the difference there is in Camel’s
costlier tobaccos.

CAMELS COSTLIER TOBACCOS
NEVER GET ON YOUR NERVES... NEVER TIRE YOUR TASTE
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of elocution a t Columbia,
Parental Influence on Freshmen CampusPersonalities structor
and left there in 1903 to go to Wil
liams College in the capacity of as
Is Nil and Hooey,” Says Writer In commencing a feature of this sistant
professor. From 1911 to 1927

by Winnifred Carlisle
A ju st cause for the miscellaneous class has a high percent, of govern
variety of Freshmen on this campus ment employed fathers.
However, whether they be lanky or
can, as the psychologists say, go back
to their fath ers’ occupations. Atmos lumpy, cheertui or grumpy, the Fresh
phere and environment mold the man lathers, regardless of their dif
youthful adolescent. But does this ference in occupation have one com
necessarily guide his future? Is it mon motive—the education of their
true th at a boy whose fath er is a children.
Our Freshman fathers made a good
fireman would develop insomnia in his
middle age? Does it stand to reason showing in the fields of learning in
th at a farm er’s progeny must sell the days when education was consid
tractors to get back to the soil? Must ered necessary only for sons of
Forty-eight colleges
the son of a cigarmaker become a wealthy men.
and thirteen normal schools became
politician ?
A good example of a man’s speciali the Alma M ater of the mothers and
zation is how he differs in his choice lathers of the class of 1937. Some of
of a life work. This is illustrated by the prominent colleges were: New
the various occupations of the fathers Hampshire, Dartmouth, Radcliffe,
of our recently acquired Freshman Harvard, West Point, Mt. Holyoke,
class. Did you know th at there are Yale and Tufts. A queer coincidence
twice as many policeman fathers as appears in -the fact th at New Hamp
there are undertakers while the navy shire and Dartmouth tied for the
officer vies with the interior decora largest number of representatives.
tor for supremacy? One fair damsel Even the well-known college of the
has a guide for a father and we hope Prince of Wales is placed on the list.
she toilows closely in his footsteps. There are seven freshmen who had
There is also a butcher and a baker both mother and father attending col
but in this modern age no candlestick- lege. If there is anything in the
maker. In fear th a t the insurance theory of heredity, these freshmen
fathers would lose money, we caution should have a promising scholastic
the unsuspecting Freshmen to avoid future. The independent spirit of the
a meeting between the doctor and the mothers who dared to go to college,
“die m anufacturer.” Although eleven against the belief th a t woman’s place
farm ers are still going strong, they was in the home, deserves the great
are counteracted by eleven fathers est admiration and was a possible
who have retired, already worn out forerunner of the present idea of edu
with the strain of raising a family. cation. We feel th at this is a worthy
To get down to statistics, 22.6% of standing for the Freshmen and that
the fathers are engaged in business they should not fail to take up the
while only 11.9% follow agriculture challenge thrown out to them by this
as a profession. This may be consid showing. It is inspiring to discover
ered contrary to the general belief th at the Alumni of New Hampshire
on campus th a t a great p a rt of the are sending their children back to
students are products of farm s and take their place as active and loyal
small villages. The present Freshman supporters of the Blue and White.

tory degree, the following became
members of the fraternity Tuesday
night: Eugene Felch, ’34; A rthur
Morse, Maurice Griffin, Harold Tuck
by M artha Burns
er, and Gordon Bosset, ’35; Charles
Alpha Gamma Rho
Joslin, William Kimball, Roland
Twenty alumni were back for home O’Neil, Allen Lowe, and Jasper H ard
coming. Thfey were Robert Baker, ing, ’36.
’33; Lawrence Titus, ’33; Leslie
Blaisdell, ’33; Harold Garland, ’33;
Phi Delta Upsilon
Nicolas Colovos, ’27; Karl Ross, x’31;
The Homecoming banquet was well
Harold Presby, ’31; Fred Smalley, attended. Twenty-nine of the alumni
’27; George Willgeroth, ’27; Paul returned to renew old memories and
Blood, ’21; Charles George, ’27; Paul to become acquainted with the new
Scriptures, ’29; John Evans, ’29; members.
Frank Reed, ’29; Maurice Bickford,
x’29; Paul Fenton, ’29; Eric McNab,
Phi Mu Delta
’29; Edson Eastm an, ’28; Lorenzo
The following were guests a t the
Latimer, and Jesse Hepler, faculty Chapter House during Homecoming
member.
week-end: Ed Davis, x’25, of Dover;

SOCIETY NEWS

Alpha Kappa Pi
Pi chapter held its fall house dance
and Homecoming celebration last
week-end. Chaperones were Mr. and
Mrs. M artin, and Professor and Mrs.
T. Charles. About fifty alumni re 
turned. Fifteen fraternity brothers
from Tufts College were also guests.
Week-end guests were as follows:
The Misses W irna C. Renfors, of Penacook; Janice True, Derry; Eliza
beth Hersey, Durham; Louise Ro
berts, Dover; Alice Walker, Newmar
ket; Rena Torrey, Keene; Lucille J.
Robbins and Abbie Wesoja, of Wilton;
Mary A. Canfield, Milford; H arriett
Johns, Helena Florence, and Mildred
Taylor, of Concord; Beatrice Hewitt,
Penacook; and Lillian Labonte, Dover.
Delta Epsilon Pi
The following were a t the banquet
for the alumni on Saturday, Peter
Agrafiotis, 728; Mr. and Mrs. Hasiatis
of Boston; “Bill” Vasiliou, and Allan
Skoog, ’31; Henry A. LaBelle, and
Hammound Young, ’33.
“Chris”
Agrafiotis and Professor Harlan M.
Bisbee were among the guests attend
ing the banquet.
Allan Skoog is attending Tufts
Medical School.
Lambda Chi Alpha
Among sixty alumni returning to
the house last Saturday were: Dick
Eustice, “Chan” Ryder, Ray Slack,
Ted Billman, Keith Burdett, Gelbert
Red, Don Dunnan, Freddy Gates, and
Bob Ives. Ray Slack, ’32, acted as
toastm aster at dinner, Saturday eve
ning.
Having completed the third initia-

type it is only fitting th a t a sketch
of the life of the most prominent per
son on campus should be given first
place in our consideration, since the
aim of this column is to present in an
interesting light the high spots in the
career of one of the campus persones.
Our president, Edward Morgan
Lewis, has seen sixty-one years of life,
periodically devoted to education, ath 
letics, politics, and administration.
To begin with, President Lewis’
birthplace is in North Wales, and,
curiously enough, he was born on
Christmas day. At the age of nine
he came to this country, and was
launched into our educational system,
culminating in his graduation from
Williams with a B. A. degree in 1896,
and returned to get his M. A. in 1899.
President Lewis holds several de
grees. Among them are Bachelor of
Arts, Master of Arts, Doctor of Laws,
and Doctor of Literature. He has
been honored with degrees by Am
herst, M arietta, Northeastern, Rhode
Island State College, and Massachu
setts State College.
In another phase of his career,
which few of us have known of, or
suspected, President Lewis was the
most prominent baseball player in the
country for five straight years. He
pitched for the Boston National
League team from 1896 to 1900, and
won the pennant for them three times.
The year after he pitched for the Bos
ton American League team and again
took his place as one of baseball’s im
mortals. He yearly receives the Gold
Pass of the National League to all its
games in recognition of his services.
At this time he was called “Ted”
Lewis, and it is said by some oldtimers th a t another nickname was
“Deacon,” because of his refusal to
play baseball on Sunday. “Lefty” was
another of his nicknames, it is whis
pered.
“Ted” Lewis coached the H arvard
baseball team from 1897-1901, and
produced excellent teams. Since th a t
time he has been president of the In
tercollegiate Athletic Association.
In 1901 President Lewis became in

he served as Dean of Massachusetts
State College, holding the position of
acting president for the last five years
of th at period. He was appointed
President in 1926 and held th at posi
tion one year, after which he came
here as President of the University.
Edward M. Lewis was Democratic
candidate for Congress from the first
Massachusetts district in 1910, and
from the second Massachusetts dis
trict in 1914. Incidentally he was
unsuccessful in the elections. The
height of his political career came
when he was elected chairman of the
Massachusetts Democratic State Com
mittee in 1915.
President Lewis is a member of Phi
Kappa Phi and Phi Gamma Delta
honorary fraternities, distinction won
by scholastic excellence in his college
days.

New England Artist
Exhibits at Library
Everett Bridgman Shows
Collection of Still Life
and Landscapes1
There is now at the library an ex
hibition of twenty paintings of Ver
mont Landscapes and Still Life by
E verett H. Bridgman, M. A.
Everett Hosmer Bridgman, M. A.,
the artist, whose home is in H ard
wick, Vermont, is a Vermonter by
birth and a graduate of the Univer
sity of Vermont. He received \ his
early a rt instruction while a high
school student in Canton, N. Y., from
Gertrude Lee (Mrs. James Church)
who had been trained at the Ecole des
Beaux Arts in Paris. Mr. Bridgman
has attended the A rt Student’s League
in New York City, taking life draw
ing and painting under Frank Vincent
DuMond, still life under William M.
Chase, illustration and composition
under Thomas Fogarty, artistic ana
tomy under George Bridgman, and
w ater colors under Hilda Belcher.

At the Ferrer School evening classes
he worked in life drawing under
George W. Bellows and Robert Henri.
Recently he has studied portrait
painting under Scott Carbee of Bos
ton and Ivan Olinsky of New York.
For the last three years Mr. Bridg
man has exhibited a t the Northern
Vermont A rtists’ Exhibition held a t
Burlington, Vermont.
The students and faculty members
of the University of New Hampshire
have expressed their appreciation of
Mr. Bridgman’s kindness in exhibit
ing his paintings a t the library, and
hope th a t they may have the pleasure
of another exhibition in the near fu
ture. Any of the paintings on display
may be purchased. Full information
may be obtained a t the main desk in
the library.

Glee Club Prepare
Christmas Service
Original Carols Feature
Unusual Program Being
Offered This Year

Albert E. Fisher
Albert E. Fisher, ’33, of Roch
ester, New Hampshire, died
early Sunday morning from in
juries received when he was in
an automobile accident Satur
day night. Mr. Fisher was back
for Homecoming and planned,
with John Murphy, to attend
the motion picture show in Do
ver where he was hit by the au
tomobile when crossing the
street.
Alvah Swain, Austin McCaffery, John Bond, and Theodore
Novak, ’33, were bearers at the
funeral Wednesday morning.
While attending school here Al
bert Fisher was an active mem
ber of Theta Kappa Phi fra te r
nity.

Professor R. W. Manton has an
nounced th at the annual Christmas
Carol Service of the combined Glee
Club will be held during the first week
in December.
As yet, the program is of a tenta
tive nature, but it will probably in
clude the following numbers:
The Miracle of St. Nicholas,
French Folk Song
Christmas Day,
Holst
Balulalow,
Peter Warlock
God Is My Guide
Shubert
Radiant Stars,
Cui
Two original carols composed by
Professor Manton, Noel of the Chil
dren of the Devastated Regions, an a r
Plans for Class Elections rangement for women’s voices dedi Theta Chi Wins Blue
cated to the Women’s Glee Club of the
Key Stunt Night Cup
and Ballot Box Guards
University, and a setting of Christina
(Continued from Page 1)
Appointed by Pres.
Rossetti’s exquisite Christmas lyric,
In the Bleak Mid-winter, dedicated to
ning—a handsome cup, presented by
The University Student Council
combined Glee Clubs, are to be inclu the Blue Key Society.
held a meeting in the Commons Tro
ded in this program.
During the latter p a rt of the eve
phy Room Monday evening with the
ning, time was allotted to cheering
following members present: John
Smet, Joseph Targonski, Howard ATHENIAN JOURNALIST and speeches. Coach Cowell, A1 Mil
Ordway, Trygve Christianson, Delfo
ADDRESSES CONVO ler, and Carl Lundholm gave brief
speeches upon the importance of a
Caminati, W alter Calderwood, Holl
Admantios Th. Polyzoides, an Athe strong support by the student body
ister Sturges, Leland Partridge, Sam
nian journalist, gave a talk on the in aiding the team to win football
uel Willis and Dean Alexander.
The meeting was called to order by Americanization of the alien a t Con games. Captain Haphey also ex-cap
tain Eustis spoke a few words about
President Caminati and the roll call vocation, Wednesday, November 8.
Mr. Polyzoides took up journalism the necessary spirit required of the
read by W alter Calderwood, Secre
in 1902, after studying a t the Nation students to help their teams on to vic
tary.
The Student Council requested th at al University of Athens, and has made tory.
The evening activities were then
President Caminati take up the m at it his life work. He is staff w riter
te r of excessive coat checking charges, for Athens’ Journals, and special cor culminated by the presentation of the
made a t informal dances by the A th respondent for Italian Journals, as Blue Key Stunt Night cup to the
letic Association, with Coach Cowell well as publisher of his own news Theta Chi fratern ity for their m erit
paper, Neon Blhna, The New Tribune. orious performance. “The Mayor of
for definite action.
In 1908 Mr. Polyzoides came to the Durham” presented the cup to the
W alter Calderwood, general chair
man of the New England Conference United States, where he was until winners.
read the program for the Conference 1927 connected with the Greek daily
and the Council discussed the plans for Atlantis, of which he rose to vice
’33—Ellsworth P. M artin was m ar
presidency. During the w ar he re ried to Miss Phyllis L. Paine of Baldhousing and meals.
Plans for class elections and ballot turned to Greece, where he acted as winville, Mass., on Nov. 3. Mrs.
box guards were appointed by Presi staff w riter for the Atlantis, New Martin is a graduate of Keene Norm
dent Caminati.
The meeting ad York Times, and London Central al School. Mr. and Mrs. M artin will
journed a t 11:15 P. M.
News Agency.
live a t 302 Court street, Keene.

University Student
CouncilMeetingHeld

..yes I like that word
ahout cigarettes

Mr. and Mrs. Lester B. Tobey, ’29,
of Belfast, Maine; Robert J. Frosh,
x’22, of Wolfeboro; Carlton M. Strong,
x ’22, of Concord; Clyde R. Cotton of
Rochester; Kenneth Blaine, ’33, of
Manchester; Glenn Stearns, ’26, of
(Continued on Page 6)

"W hen I think o f milder ciga
rettes nowadays, I always think of
Chesterfields.
" Because Chesterfields are milder.
They’ve got plenty o f taste and aroma
to them but they’ve got mildness too!
"I smoke Chesterfields all day long

Notice
The hour of the Mother Goose
Frolic scheduled for November
14, at three P. M. has been
changed to seven-thirty P. M.
This costume party is to be held
at the Durham Community
House, and all those planning
to attend are requested to por
tray a character from Mother
Goose Rhymes or th at of a child.
The hostesses, Mrs. T. Burr
Charles and Mrs. Norman P.
Williams with the help of the
committee, have put much time
and effort into this, and it prom
ises to be one of the biggest
successes of the season.
This Folk Club was started
many years ago and is now a
well established p art of the so
cial life of the University. Its
purpose is to bring the teachers,
the wives of the faculty, the
dormitory matrons, and the
house mothers into closer con
tact with each other. Their
main project is to earn money
for the Woman’s Student Loan
Fund which is at the disposal
of needy students.

— when I’m working and when I’m
not, and there’s no time when a
Chesterfield doesn’t taste milder
and better.
"I’ll put in a good word any time
for a cigarette like Chesterfields—
they’re mild and yet they Satisfy.”

DAERIS TEA ROOM
Located at the Morrill Block and American House
Drop in for lunch, tea or regular meals. The same prices, the same quality
of food and service.
DOVER,
NEW HAMPSHIRE

SATURDAY SPECIALS
November 11
Kidney Lamb Chops .. 29c
Undercut Roast or Pot
Roast ......................... 18c
Corned B e e f ................. 18c

Ham’s Market

Fireplace Fixtures
SPARK GUARDS—All Sizes
FOLDING SCREENS
WOOD CARRIERS
ANDIRONS
TONGS

E. Morrill Furniture Co.
* 60 Third St.
Dover, N. H. |
X
Tel. 70
$

the cigarette that’s MILDER
the cigarette that tastes
© 1933,

L iggett & M ye rs T ob a cc o Co.

better
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were: Betty Gowan, Muriel Cressey,
Jane Carr, Dot. Mallett, A lta Alexan
der, Charlotte Atwood, Connie Hazen,
Conway; Cedric W. Snow, ’28, of Eva Wentzell, Roberts Annon, Betty
Claremont; Robert Slavin, ’31, of Green, Anne Philbrook, Kelsea Griffin,
Nashua; Ben Trzuskoski, '33, of and Eleanor Harris.
Terryville, Conn.; Hank Dowd, ’31;
Kappa Delta
Ralph Stevens, ’33, of Manchester;
Alpha
Sigma
chapter held a tea on
Arnold C. Blake, ’30, of Hill; J. Ham
ilton Fish, x-’36, of Princeton; John Thursday afternoon in honor of its
Beede, ’30, of Meredith; Swede Alh- new patroness Mrs. William Kichgren, ’33, of Manchester; George Rus line.
Miss Gertrude Chamberlin, ’33, is
sell, ’23, of Brockton; Stanley MacConnell, ’26, of Concord; John Shea, spending a few days a t the chapter
’30, of Penacook; Fred Ruf and Fred house. Week-end guests were: Gaberic Shaw of Nashua; Roger Chagnon, rielle Grenier, ’33, Mrs. Robert Cutter,
x’35, of B. U.; Louis Morin of Derry; ’31, Phyllis Glazier, ’30, Claire MoyaFrank Athas of Gloucester, Mass.; han, ’29, Flora Dinsmore, Dorothy
Wilmot Smith of Newton Center, Pearson, ’30, Alice Melendy, ’20,
Mass.; W aiter Somstroem of Bristol, Elizabeth Melendy Brunell, ’31, H ar
Conn.; Miss Evelyn Davis of Need riet Nutting Slack, ex’33, Helen Doo
ham; Miss Mary Louise Mago of Man ley, ’26, and Winifred Brown Wood,
chester; the Misses Anne O’Neil, ’ 20 .
Andres Desmond, and M argaret Ma
Phi Mu
rion of Nashua; and Miss Carol Dean
President
and
Mrs. Edward M.
of Lowell, Mass.
Lewis were dinner guests Thursday
evening a t the chapter house. They
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Guests a t the chapter house over were M argaret Miller, ’24, Helen
Homecoming were Mr. and Mrs. Hu Abott, ’28, Helen F arrar, ’24, Evelyn
bert Lavalle, Mr. and Mrs. P. Reed, Kenyon, ’25, Martha Chase, ’29, Doris
Wallace Farrington, ’06; Doctor P. J. iask er, ’31, Marjorie Wood, ’31,
Doyle, ’22; H. P. Callahan, ’23; Muriel Steeves, ’28, Ethel Steeves, ’31,
“Cleve” Sleeper, ’27; Searles Dear- M argery Mayo, Marion Merial, ’29,
ington, ’27; “Ed” Bromley, ’28; “Cliff” Alice Knox, Ovis Henning Farrel, ’31,
James, ’28; Wade Roberts, ’30; John Marion Blewett, ’26, Eisie Sanborn,
DeCourey, ’30; “Dan” McCooey, ’30; ’28, M argaret Whitcomb, ’27, Margery
“Brad” Dearington, x’30; Agnew Smith, ’32, Dorothy Shrand, ’21, MorWalker, ’31; P. T Prescott, ’31; elli Connell, ’21, Ruth Ladd, ’21, Doro
Clark Cantlin, ’33; “Bill” Dakker, ’33; thy Strong, ’22, Gertrude Saltmarsh,
“L arry” Viano, ’33; “Lloyd” Went ’32, Virginia Powers, ’32, Rebecca
ifoung, ’33, Doris Mowatt, ’32, Bea
worth, ’33; Allen Backer, x’36.
trice Wilson, ’33.
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Pi Lambda Sigma
The “Tike” house was a busy place
Epsilon of Pi Lambda Sigma held
during the Homecoming week-end for
there were about th irty visiting alum an aiumnae tea Saturday afternoon,
November fourth, Mrs. Edward Dono
ni.
Saturday night, a dance was given van poured.
The guests of the chapter for the
by the undergraduates.
The week-end was climaxed on Sun week-end were the Misses Beatrice
day afternoon by a close touch foot Calnan, Jesse Lanouette, Helen Mcball game between the alumni and Shane, Anna Buckley, Mary Vaughan,
Phyllis Moran, Clara Bresnahan, Lil
the undergrads.
lian Perkins, and Dorothy Calnan.
Theta Chi
Alpha Tau Alpha
Saturday was the occasion of the
Sixteen members of the class of
largest gathering of Zeta men ever
to return to Homecoming. Eighty- 1911, and members of Alpha Tau Al
eight alumni members are recorded pha F raternity held a banquet at
as having returned, and sixty of them Tower Tavern Saturday evening of
were present for the dinner Satur Homecoming week-end. Allen Hazen
day night. Every class, with the ex was chairman of the committee in
ception of four since 1903 were repre charge. Alpha Tau Alpha was the
sented. Among them were one mem fraternity for two year agricultural
ber of Delta Xi, the local from which students and was active until June,
Zeta chapter of Theta Chi originated, 1932. A committee headed by F. W.
and three charter members of Zeta. Taylor has been appointed to re
Harold Whitcomb, ’26, past president organize and revive Alpha Tau Alpha.
of the chapter, was responsible for
Pan-Hellenic News
this large alumni return. His work
Pan Hellenic gave a dinner Friday,
is greatly to be commended; it was
a great inspiration to the active mem November 3, a t the Tower Tavern in
bers to see such a return of alumni. honor of the Alpha Xi Delta National
Captain Norman P. Williams was President and the Alpha Xi Omega
a dinner guest Tuesday evening. Af National Secretary who were visitors
ter dinner he spoke informally on his at the respective chapters.
The Pan Hellenic formal dance will
detail to the Philippines eight years
ago. His address was very thorough be held November 17, in the g y m 
and was of both m ilitary and general nasium. The following chapters are
in charge of the dance: chaperones,
interest.
Chi Omega; decorations, Kappa Delta
and Alpha Xi Delta; advertising,
Theta Kappa Phi
An unusually large crowd of Theta Upsilon; orchestra, Phi Mu;
“Grads” came back over the week-end program, Alpha Chi Omega, and re
to visit the chapter house. Among freshments, Pi Lambda Sigma.
those present were: Jimmie Dwyer,
Alpha Chi Sigma
Joe Whyte, Normand Hagerty, Titus
Mu Chapter of Alpha Chi Sigma,
Tartarcuk, Jerry Lemay, Red Horn,
A1 Fisher, John Murphy, Rollie Char- the national professional chemistry
ron, Bill Lafarge, W arren Peckham, fraternity, held its annual Keg Party
in Charles James Hall on Thursday
and Eddie Slozek.
Mr and Mrs. Hausline were guests evening. All the students majoring
in Chemistry were invited, and a con
at dinner last Monday evening.
Charlie Marlak traveled to New siderable number of them were gath
York last week-end for the M anhattan ered in the lecture room in James Hall
Race, and stayed at his home at Bing a t 7:30 P. M. to hear Dr. Heman C.
hamton, N. Y., before returning to Fogg and to see the moving pictures.
Dr. Fogg gave a very enjoyable talk
the campus.
about the early days of Mu Chapter
Theta Upsilon Omega
when in Conant Hall, and told about
Courtney Williams represented the some of the amusing incidents that
U. N. H. in a broadcast over station occurred when the Chemistry D epart
WHEB. His talk was given as a ment occupied th at building. Four
part of the National Education Week reels of moving pictures obtained
program.
from the General Electric Company
Charles Bailey, ’36, now attending were shown, “Beyond the Microscope,”
Northeastern University, visited the “Cuba, the Island of Sugar,” “The
chapter Wednesday.
Potter’s Wheel,” and “The Kat and
T. U. O. was host to forty alumni the Kit.” This was followed by refresh
over the week-end.
ments consisting of cider, doughnuts,
and
cheese. The evening closed with
Alpha Xi Delta
Mrs. Dorothy Denik, national presi card-playing and a general social
dent of Alpha Xi Delta, is visiting hour. The members of the committee
in charge of the Keg P arty were
Tau Chapter.
Roger
D. Gray, Hamilton Gardner,
Mr. and Mrs. Stolworthy were din
and Norman S. Cassell.
ner guests last Thursday evening.

Society News

(Continued from Page 5)

Friday afternoon a bridge was
given for the Mothers’ Club and, Sat
urday afternoon, a tea for the
alumnae.
Among the alumnae who stayed at
the chapter house over the week-end

Gamma Kappa
Members of Gamma Kappa, honor
ary geological fraternity, are taking
a week-end trip November 12 and 13.
The Society will visit Franconia and
W arren where some iron and copper
Work Satisfactory — Service Prompt
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mines will be inspected. Other stops
will be made a t the gold mines in
Bath and Lisbon, and a t Blueberry
Mountain, Lisbon, which is the only
place in New Hampshire where fos
sils occur, and at the Fifteen Miles
Falls Dam on the Connecticut River
where the geological problems incident
to construction will be studied. Mem
bers of the fraternity will be accom
panied by Professor T. B. Meyers and
Mr. G. W. White of the Geology
department.
Menorah Society
The Menorah Society has been
functioning this year under the fol
lowing officers: president, Milton
Rosen; vice-president, Benjamin Bronstein; treasurer, Charles Melnick;
secretary, Betty Stoloff.
Speakers this year have been Dr.
Slobin, head of the mathematics de
partm ent at the University of New
Hampshire; Dr. Johnson, head of the
Christian Work at the University; and
Rabbi Essrog, of Nashua. Rabbi Essrog has been made honorary advisor
of the Menorah Society.
Psi Lambda
Psi Lambda, honorary Home Econo
mics sorority, is making prepara
tions for an attractive sale to be held
Tuesday, December 5, from two
thirty on through the afternoon.
Phoebe Graham is in charge of the
sale. Assisting her are Priscilla Gar
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rett, Sigrid Hangas, and Bernice1file and Cannan, obtaining some excel
On Saturday morning a t 8.30 the
Cooper. Miss Cowles, the Psi Lambda lent views of Washington, Lafayette, groups will again meet for informal
advisor, is also working with the stu Moosilaukee, and some of the Vermont discussions.
The student council
dents.
group will discuss the following prob
peaks.
Those attending from New Hamp lems:
An afternoon tea, of which Nancy
Carlisle is in charge, is to be run in shire were Miss Edna Boyd, chap
1. Constitutions.
connection with the sale. The base erone. Lewis Crowell, W alter Brown,
2. Relations of Men’s and Wom
ment of the cooking departm ent is Clint McLane, Ed Wyman, George en’s organizations.
to be decorated in bohemian style Parker, Lee Magoon, and Jack Carlin.
3. Supervisions of social functions.
and the tea should comprise a most
4. Student-faculty cooperation.
attractive and successful part of the
Sunday Cultural Groups
The fraternity delegates will dis
venture. Publicity for the event is
The committee in charge of the cuss the following topics:
being managed by Rita Kidder and Sunday Cultural groups to be held
1. Rushing problems.
Elvira Serafini.
2. Finance.
next term have arranged the follow
3. Function of the fraternity.
ing programs:
On
January
21,
Professor
Harlow
The newspaper men, meeting in the
Outing Club
Shapley, who is in charge of the How
One of the most enjoyable Outing ard College astronomical observatory, Theta Chi house will discuss these
questions:
Club trips of the year was held last will lecture on Stars and Galaxies.
1. The newspaper editorial.
week-end a t Franconia Notch. Four
February 4th, A rthur Landers, head
2. Circulating system.
members of the Smith Outing Club of the Music Department a t Philips
3. Financing the newspaper.
were guests of the Blue Circle mem Exeter, will present a concert.
4. Local and National advertising
bers during a two-day stay a t the
problems.
D. O. C. cabin at Echo Lake.
5.’ General newspaper make-up.
Saturday the party climbed Mt. New England Conference
6. The relationship between the
Lafayette by way of the Greenleaf
Groups Opens Tonight cam
pus. newspaper and the adminis
trail. The tops of most of the peaks
(Continued from Page 1)
tration.
in the mountains were covered with
7. An effective campus news ser
snow and frost feathers, and a fifty
to sixty mile wind blew steadily from tional president of Phi Mu Delta vice.
From 10.30 to 11.00 o’clock there
the northwest. The visibility was fraternity. Norman Alexander, Dean
perfect both Saturday and Sunday. of Men, will also address the delegates will be an open forum for all the dele| gates in the Commons Trophy Room.
Saturday the party held a barn dance of the student governing bodies.
in the cabin, executing several reels
The visitors will stay a t the campus : They will there discuss the relations
and quadrilles to the tune of a har fraternity houses on Friday evening, between faculties and student gov
monica.
arrangements being made by Casque erning bodies and between men and
Sunday the party climbed Mts. Pro and Casket and the Sphinx society. Iwomen.

At 11.00 o’clock the visitors will
make a tour of inspection of the Uni
versity campus. Luncheon will be
served at 12.15 in the Commons. The
delegates will be provided with tick
ets to the New Hampshire-Springfield
game, which is to be a t 2.00 o’clock,
and to the evening’s informal dance.
The institutions which will be repre
sented a t the conference are the Uni
versity of Vermont, Brown Univer
sity, Connecticut State College, Mas
sachusetts State College, Rhode
Island State College, Wesleyan Uni
versity, Bates College, Colby College,
Tufts College, and Middlebury College.
The complete conference program is
as follows:
Friday, November 10
4.00 P. M. Registration—Commons
Trophy Room.
5.30 P. M. Inform al Meeting—
Trophy Room.
6.00 P. M. Banquet—Commons.
7.30 P. M. Round Table Discus
sion.
Saturday, November 11
8.30-10.30 A. M. Group Discus
sions.
10.30-11.00 A. M. Open forum for
all delegates.
11.00 P. M. Campus tour.
12.15 P. M. Luncheon—Commons.
2.00 P. M. Football game.
6.00 P. M. Dinner a t fraternities.
8.00 P. M. Informal dance—Men’s
gymnasium.
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INSURING FIN E TOBACCO FOR

Not many smokers have seen a fine tobacco plant in full
bloom, so we show you this picture. Only a few of these
fine plants are permitted to flower and to produce seed.
These carefully selected seeds reproduce the following
year the "Cream of the Crop” for your Lucky Strike, for
tobacco must be grown from seed each year. This careful
breeding of fine tobaccos explains why Luckies maintain
the same fine, uniform quality from year to year—so
round and firm and fully packed— free from loose ends.

\ .J v . J
Copyright, 1933, The
A m erican T obacco
Company.

ALWAYS th ejin est tobaccos
A l w a y s

th ejin est workmanship
A lw a y s Luckiesplease/

toasted w
FOR THROAT PROTECTION-FOR BETTER TASTE

